Section 1: Building Construction

Friday, February 15, 2019

** DANVILLE, VA ** Due: 2/15/2019 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK162 Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: #18-19-073 205 JEFFERESON AVENUE EXTERIOR STABILIZATION - REVISED **

SCOPE: This project is to rectify the existing maintenance code violations: construct a new membrane roofing system on the entire complex - this includes repairing or replacing all damaged roof decking and structural members; install 40 mil EPDM roofing with 4" ISO screw down with a 15 yr warranty. As well as gutters and soffits. Demolition of both rear deck systems including the staircase and roof and board up lower level doors and windows and other miscellaneous items.

OWNER: CITY OF DANVILLE, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (434)799-6528 F: (434)799-5102 427 PATTON STREET, DANVILLE, VA 24543

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/25/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRY TO: J GARY VIA, DIRECTOR OF PURCHASING PHONE: (434) 799-6528 OPTION 4

BIDDERS:
- DANIEL BUILDERS, LLC P: (434)685-7486 F: (434)685-7487 257 SADDLE ROAD, DANVILLE, VA 24541
- DIVERSIFIED SERVICES P: (434)488-8819 F: (434)836-2686 1715 WALNUT CREEK ROAD, DANVILLE, VA 24540
- QUALITY CONST OF DANVILLE, INC. P: (434)799-0299 F: (434)799-2949 P O BOX 757 (24543), DANVILLE, VA 24541
- TUNE & TOLER, INC. P: (434)836-5100 F: (434)836-7633 U S HIGHWAY 29 NORTH, BLAIRS, VA 24527

Monday, February 18, 2019

** CHESTERFIELD CO, VA ** Due: 2/18/2019 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK176

** JOB: ADMN19000283 AIR HANDLER AND CONDENSER REPLACEMENT - GORDON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL **

SCOPE: The project is generally described as: remove existing rooftop air handler and condenser unit #2 and furnish and install new variable air volume packaged air handling unit (AHU) and condenser #2. Air handling units 3 and 4 are to be considered as add alternative items to the bid.

OWNER: CHESTERFIELD COUNTY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (804)748-1617 F: (804)717-6378 9901 LORI ROAD, LANE B RAMSEY BUILDING, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832

BIDDERS:
- AIRTech SOLUTIONS, INC. P: (540)288-0950 F: (540)288-0962 JEFFERSON DAVIS HIGHWAY, Stafford, VA 22554
- DAIKIN APPLIED P: (804)731-9587
- EMC MECHANICAL SERVICES P: (804)359-9624 F: (804)359-9634 P O BOX 6835, RICHMOND, VA 23203
- ETEC MECHANICAL CORP P: (804)340-1801 F: (804)340-1802 1205 WESTMINSTER AVENUE, RICHMOND, VA 23227
- LOWMAN ELECTRICAL P: (804)355-0246 F: (804)355-0256 , RICHMOND, VA
- SERVICE COMPANY OF VIRGINIA P: (804)363-0029 11214 AIRPARK ROAD, ASHLAND, VA 23005
- SOUTHWORTH MECHANICAL P: (804)222-9066 F: (804)222-2001 2200 GORDON LANE, Richmond, VA 23223
- WACO, INC. P: (804)222-8440 F: (804)222-3241 P O BOX 829, SANDSTON, VA 23150

Tuesday, February 19, 2019

** BLACKSBURG, VA ** Due: 2/19/2019 03:00 PM.

** JOB: #VT-229-17830-003 VIRGINIA TECH - IMPROVE KENTLAND FACILITIES: BOVINE EXTENSION TEACHING AND RESEARCH FACILITY - REBID **

SCOPE: The BETR is a 4,820 SF EXTENSION TEACHING AND RESEARCH BUILDING WITH 6,900 SF IF CIVERED IOEB AUR DENIBSTRATUB AREA LOCATED ON PLANTATION ROAD

OWNER: VPI & SU PURCHASING P: (540)231-6221 F: (540)231-9628 270 SOUTHGATE CENTER (0333), BLACKSBURG, VA 24061

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 1/17/2019 01:30 PM

OTHER INFORMATION: SHORTCUT LINK: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1KbBLz7jLyKsuROeGIMXRbQMFBxlyNm9fl?usp=sharing

BIDDERS:
- PRICE BUILDINGS, INC. P: (540)483-7226 F: (540)301-2200 1111 CALLAWAY ROAD, ROCKY MOUNT, VA 24151

** CRAIG CO, VA ** Due: 2/19/2019 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK99 Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: CRAIG COUNTY COURTHOUSE ROOFTOP UNITS REPLACEMENT **

SCOPE: The project consists of removal of five existing packaged rooftop heat pump units, proper disposal of the RTUs and installing new replacement RTUs

ENGINEERS: THOMPSON AND LITTON, INC. P: (276)328-2161 F: (276)328-1738 P O BOX 1307, WISE, VA 24293

OWNER: CRAIG COUNTY, COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR P: (540)864-5010 F: (540)864-5590 P O BOX 308, NEW CASTLE, VA 24127

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/6/2019 10:00 AM

BIDDERS:
- C S E INC P: (434)401-2264 , VA
- HTF MECHANICAL P: (540)640-2979 1026 WHITEHOUSE ROAD, MONETA, VA 24121
- SOUTHERN AIR, INC. P: (540)362-3000 F: (540)386-4349 6343 PETERS CREEK RD, ROANOKE, VA 24019
** NEW MARKET, VA **  
Due: 2/19/2019 02:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK67  
Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: VALLEY UNIVERSITY, NEW MARKET BATTLEFIELD BUSHONG HOUSE AND FARMHOUSE REPAIRS **
SCOPE: BUSHONG HOUSE - REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT OF TRANSFORMER, ANTIQUATED ELECTRICAL SERVICE TO THE HOUSE AND GROUNDS, BASEBOARD HEATING SYSTEM, LOW VOLTAGE WIRING THE BASEBOARDS, AND THE EXISTING HEAT PUMP UNITS, ALL NEW AND CODE COMPLIANT SYSTEMS.
FARMHOUSE - REPLACEMENT OF WATER DAMAGED AND DETERIORATED WOOD SIDING, GUTTERS AND DOWNSPOUTS, WINDOW TRIM AND SILLS, EXTERIOR TRIM AND EXTERIOR PAINTING ON BOTH NEW AND EXISTING MATERIALS. ADDITIONALLY, THERE WILL BE LIMITED REGRADING WORK AROUND THE PREIMETER OF THE FARMHOUSE TO IMPROVE RUNOFF DRAINAGE.
ARCHITECTS: THOMPSON AND LITTON  
P: (540)633-1897  
F: (540)633-1896  
726 AUBURN AVENUE, RADFORD, VA 24141
OWNER: VIRGINIA MILITARY INSTITUTE, PURCHASING OFFICE  
P: (540)464-7323  
F: (540)464-7669  
314 SMITH HALL, LEXINGTON, VA
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 1/31/2019 10:30 AM  -- Mandatory
OTHER INFORMATION: PRE-REGISTER FOR THE PRE-BID CONFERENCE: EMAIL carmacklw@vmi.edu

** RICHMOND, VA **  
Due: 2/19/2019 02:30 PM.  
Bin(s): RK38  
Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: RICHMOND COMMUNITY CENTER PHASE II - DEMOLITION PROJECT **
SCOPE: THE PROJECT INCLUDES THE DEMOLITION OF SEVERAL BUILDINGS AT 6255 OLD WARWICK ROAD, TYPICAL AREAS OF CONSTRUCTION WORK WILL INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO, SELECTIVE DEMOLITION, BUILDING DEMOLITION, SITE WORK (INCLUDING UTILITY DEMOLITION/INSTALLATION), MASONRY, PAINTING, ASBESTOS ABATEMENT, HAZARDOUS MATERIALS REMOVAL / DISPOS.
OWNER: RICHMOND PURCHASING SERVICES  
P: (804)646-5722  
F: (804)646-5989  
900 EAST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23219
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/16/2019 10:00 AM
OTHER INFORMATION: CONTACT: CHARLES “MIKE” GARASCIS  
PHONE: (804) 646-5819; FAX: (804) 646-5989;  
EMAIL: charles.garascia@richmondgov.com

** RICHMOND, VA **  
Due: 2/19/2019 02:00 PM.

** JOB: MAINTENANCE RESERVE: REPAIR / REPLACE STONE HOUSE BUILDING SYSTEMS **
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE RENOVATION OF A 2,100 SF 2 STORY PLUS BASEMENT, WOOD FRAME, MASONRY WALL OFFICE BUILDING
ARCHITECTS: NBJ ARCHITECTURE  
P: (804)273-9811  
F: (804)273-9843  
GROVE PARK SQUARE, GLEN ALLEN, VA 23059
OWNER: VA DEPARTMENT FOR BLIND AND VISION IMPAIRED  
397 AZALEA AVENUE, RICHMOND, VA
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 1/31/2019 02:00 PM
OTHER INFORMATION: CONTACT: FLOYD CYBULSKI  
PHONE: (804) 273-9811 EXT 107 OR ANDREA WILLIAMS  
PHONE: (804) 273-9811 EXT 123
EMAIL: charles.garascia@richmondgov.com

** VIRGINIA BEACH, VA **  
Due: 2/19/2019 02:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK97  
Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: MAKE UP AIR UNIT REPLACEMENTS - SALEM HIGH SCHOOL **
SCOPE: THE WORK IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT OF MAKE-UP AIR UNITS AND INCLUSIONS ASSOCIATED DUCTWORK, CONTROLS, ELECTRICAL AND ROOF REPAIR WORK. THE WORK ALSO INCLUDES STRUCTURAL MODIFICATIONS FOR THE EXISTING ROOFTOP STRUCTURES THAT SUPPORTS THE MAKE-UP AIR UNITS
ARCHITECTS: HBA ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIOR DESIGN  
P: (757)490-9048  
F: (757)490-7081  
ONE COLUMBUS CENTER, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23462
OWNER: CITY OF VIRGINIA BEACH PUBLIC SCHOOLS  
P: (757)263-1090  
F: (757)263-1213  
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23456
OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT QUESTIONS TO: MEL VINSON, AIA, HBA ARCHITECTURE & INTERIOR DESIGN  
(757) 490-9048

==== Wednesday, February 20, 2019====

** CULPEPER, VA **  
Due: 2/20/2019 03:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK109  
Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: CULPEPER CROSSING APARTMENTS - REHABILITATION **
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE RENOVATION OF 28 APARTMENT UNITS AND PUBLIC SPACES
ARCHITECTS: HUGHES ASSOCIATES ARCHITECTS  
P: (540)342-4002  
F: (540)342-4002  
P O BOX 1034, ROANOKE, VA 24005
OWNER: PEOPLE INC  
1173 WEST MAIN STREET, ABINGDON, VA 24210
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/6/2019 10:00 AM
BIDDERS:
PEACO P: (540)582-3099  
F: (540)582-1010  
8612 BURKLEY FARMS LANE, PARTLOW, VA 22534
TAFT CONSTRUCTION, INC. P: (540)825-9007  
F: (540)825-9895  
239 EAST DAVIS STREET, CULPEPER, VA 22701
HENRICO CO, VA          Due: 2/20/2019 02:30 PM.
JOB: #19-1808-1JCK_VARINA HIGH SCHOOL - GYM FLOOR REPLACEMENT
SCOPE: WORK IS TO BE DONE IN THE SUMMER; THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS REMOVE AND DISPOSE OF EXISTING WOOD FLOOR SYSTEM AND PROVIDE, DELIVER AND INSTALL NEW NORTHERN HARD MAPLE FLOORING SYSTEM IN THE MAIN GYM. THERE IS AN ALLOWANCE OF $10,910.00 FOR THE REMOVAL AND REINSTALLATION OF THE GYM BLEACHERS, ADJUSTMENT OF HEIGHT OF SIX BACKBOARDS, INSTALLATION OF FIVE NEW VOLLEYBALL SLEEVE COVER PLATES AND EIGHT NEW GYMNASTIC ANCHORS WITH A SUBCONTRACTOR ASSIGNED BY HENRICO COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
OWNER: HENRICO CO PURCHASING DEPT/DEPT OF GENERAL SERVICE P: (804)501-5660 F: (804)501-5693 NORTH RUN OFFICE PARK, RICHMOND, VA 23273
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/11/2019 10:00 AM

PETERSBURG, VA          Due: 2/20/2019 02:30 PM.       Bin(s): RK170     Addendum(s): #1
JOB: #19-0016_ROOF REPLACEMENT WESTVIEW EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTER
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS REMOVAL OF EXISTING ROOFING SYSTEMS DOWN TO THE ROOF STRUCTURAL DECK AND REPLACEMENT WITH A NEW COMPLETE ROOFING SYSTEM. SOME AREAS MAY REQUIRE REMOVAL OF THE COATING AND/OR THE INSULATION; OTHER AREAS SHALL REQUIRE SURFACE PREPARATION AND RECOATING WITH SILICONE COATTINGS AND GRANULES.
OWNER: PETERSBURG CITY PURCHASING OFFICE P: (804)733-2345 F: (804)733-2434 CITY HALL ANNEX, PETERSBURG, VA 23803
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 1/3/2019 10:00 AM -- Mandatory
OTHER INFORMATION: QUESTIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED IN WRITING AND RECEIVED BY 12:00 PM ON 1/9/19. purchasing@petersburg-va.org

VIRGINIA BEACH, VA          Due: 2/20/2019 01:00 PM. Bin(s): RK8
JOB: FS-19-08 KEMPSVILLE HIGH SCHOOL - ROOF REPLACEMENT
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS REMOVAL OF EXISTING ROOFING SYSTEMS DOWN TO THE ROOF STRUCTURAL DECK AND REPLACEMENT WITH A NEW COMPLETE ROOFING SYSTEM. THE PROJECT INCLUDES REPLACEMENT OF 6 ROOFTOP HVAC SYSTEMS AND ALSO SELECTIVE REMOVAL AND REINSTALLATION OF EXISTING HVAC UNITS AS REQUIRED TO INSTALL NEW ROOFING SYSTEMS. THE PROJECT ALSO INCLUDES REMOVAL AND REINSTALLATION OF EXISTING PLUMBING AND GAS PIPING SYSTEMS, AND MODIFICATIONS TO REFRIGERANT PIPING, DUCTWORK, AND ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS AS REQUIRED TO SUPPORT THE REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION OF THE ROOFING SYSTEMS AND NEW OR REINSTALLED HVAC UNITS. THE WORK INCLUDES HAZARDOUS MATERIALS ABATEMENT AND CLEANING OF THE BUILDING INTERIOR BELOW OR IN ANY AREA WHERE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS ARE REMOVED.
ARCHITECTS: HBA ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIOR DESIGN P: (757)490-9048 F: (757)490-7081 ONE COLUMBUS CENTER, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23462
OWNER: CITY OF VIRGINIA BEACH PUBLIC SCHOOLS P: (757)263-1090 F: (757)263-1213 SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23456
OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT QUESTIONS TO: MICHAEL ROSS, AIA, HBA ARCHITECTURE & INTERIOR DESIGN (757) 490-9048; OR MikeR@HBAonline.com

KING GEORGE CO, VA          Due: 2/21/2019 02:00 PM.
JOB: #02212019-1400 KING GEORGE COUNTY COURTHOUSE MOLD AND WATER IMPACTED BUILDING MATERIALS REMEDIATION PROJECT
OWNER: KING GEORGE COUNTY, COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR P: (540)775-9181 10459 COURTHOUSE DRIVE, KING GEORGE, VA 22485
OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT QUESTIONS IN WRITING DIRECTLY TO THE KING GEORGE COUNTY PROCUREMENT MANAGER, LAVITA COBB;
PHONE (540) 775-8668; FAX: (540) 775-7692;
EMAIL: lcobb@co.kinggeorge.state.va.us

CHESTERFIELD, VA          Due: 2/22/2019 02:00 PM.
JOB: INTERIOR PARTITION WORK - ACADEMY DEPARTMENT OF STATE POLICE ADMINISTRATIVE HEADQUARTERS
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE INSTALLATION OF A SMALL AMOUNT OF PARTITIONS (65’ +/- LF), NEW DOORS, PAINTING, ELECTRICAL WORK, NEW CARPET, ETC.
OWNER: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF STATE POLICE P: (804)674-2118 F: (804)674-2214 PROPERTY AND FINANCE DIVISION, RICHMOND, VA 23261
BIDDERS:
AVIS CONST CO, INC. P: (540)982-3558 F: (540)982-2643 PO BOX 11985, ROANOKE, VA 24022
BUILDING SPECIALISTS, INC. P: (540)982-8200 F: (540)982-8500 P O BOX 1174, ROANOKE, VA 24006
CLINE ELECTRICAL SERVICE P: (540)380-3886 106 BUTT HOLLOW ROAD, SALEM, VA 24153
COLEMAN-ADAMS CONST CO, INC. P: (434)525-4700 F: (434)525-5219 1031 PERFORMANCE ROAD, FOREST, VA 24551
EC&M INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS P: (540)808-4740 1314 PLANTATION ROAD, ROANOKE, VA 24012
G & H CONTRACTING, INC. P: (540)342-6758 F: (540)342-3172 P O BOX 533, ROANOKE, VA 24003
INTEGRATED SECURITY TECHNOLOGIES P: (540)581-2838 5527 MECHANICSVILLE TURNPIKE, MECHANICSVILLE, VA 23111
MB CONTRACTORS, INC. P: (540)342-6758 F: (540)342-3172 P O BOX 533, ROANOKE, VA 24003
SHIVELY ELECTRIC P: (540)344-5500 1023 KIMBALL AVENUE, ROANOKE, VA 24016
SNYDER & ASSOCIATES P: (540)552-3377 F: (540)552-2972 500 SOUTH MAIN STREET, BLACKSBURG, VA 24060
** ROANOKE CO, VA **  
Due: 2/22/2019 02:00 PM.  
Bin(s): rk178  
Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: #2019-047 DEMOLITION SERVICES - ROANOKE COUNTY'S EXPLORE PARK **

OWNER: ROANOKE COUNTY PROCUREMENT SERVICES/DON KARNES  
P: (540)772-2061 F: (540)772-2074  
BERNARD DRIVE, ROANOKE, VA 24018

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/7/2019 09:00 AM -- Mandatory

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT QUESTIONS TO: KATE HOYT, BUYER: 5240 BERNARD DR, SW, SUITE 300F, ROANOKE, VA 24018

PHONE: (540) 283-8149 OR EMAIL: khoyt@roanokecountyva.gov

BIDDERS:

- CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS, INC.  
P: (434)656-6592 F: (434)656-1223  
9072 ROCKFORD SCHOOL ROAD, GRETNA, VA 24557

- COPELAND EXCAVATION AND CONSTRUCTION  
P: (540)239-6593  
114 MOUNTAIN AVE SW, ROANOKE, VA 24011

- EMPIRE SALVAGE RECYCLING INC  
P: (304)425-6046 F: (304)487-6318  
BLUEFIELD, VA

- HOLT, INC.  
P: (540)890-0938  
PO BOX 487, VINTON, VA 24179

- J C MARTIN, INC.  
P: (540)357-1371 F: (540)382-2479  
2000 TOWER ROAD, CHRISTIANSBURG, VA 24073

- KING'S HAULING & EXCAVATING  
P: (540)380-3901 F: (540)380-4908  
VA

- PAULEY'S EXCAVATING & DEMOLITION  
P: (540)598-7533 F: (540)992-3811  
ROUTE 1, BOX 2201, NEW CASTLE, VA 24127


** ALBEMARLE CO, VA **  
Due: 2/26/2019 03:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK3

** JOB: #2019-02263-61 5TH STREET COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING - UPS REPLACEMENT **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS REPLACING THE EXISTING 20K VA UPS WITH A 70K VA MODULAR UPS

ESTIMATED COST: $50,000 <--> $100,000

ENGINEERS: 2RW CONSULTING ENGINEERS  
P: (434)296-2116 F: (434)977-1862  
1001 EAST MARKET STREET, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22902

OWNER: ALBEMARLE COUNTY, PURCHASING DEPT  
P: (434)296-5854 F: (434)972-4006  
401 MCINTIRE ROAD, ROOM 248, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22902

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/13/2019 01:00 PM

OTHER INFORMATION: SHORT CUT LINK:  
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1KSUECLizCiWSTm4zoQaUtUeKKjxEywo?usp=sharing

BIDDERS:

- PRICE BUILDINGS, INC.  
P: (540)483-7226 F: (540)301-2200  
1111 CALLAWAY ROAD, ROCKY MOUNT, VA 24151


** BLACKSBURG, VA **  
Due: 2/26/2019 03:00 PM.

** JOB: #VT-229-17830-004 VIRGINIA TECH - IMPROVE KENTLAND FACILITIES: APPLIED REPRODUCTION FACILITY - RE-BID **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS CONSTRUCTION OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH FACILITIES. IT IS AN APPROXIMATELY 4,500 SF OPEN-AIR FACILITY ON THE VIRGINIA TECH CAMPUS. SITE PREPARATION HAS BEEN PERFORMED UNDER A SEPARATE CONTRACT

OWNER: VPI & SU PURCHASING  
P: (540)231-6221 F: (540)231-9628  
270 SOUTHGATE CENTER (0333), BLACKSBURG, VA 24061

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 1/17/2019 01:30 PM

OTHER INFORMATION: SHORT CUT LINK:  
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1KSUECLizCiWSTm4zoQaUtUeKKjxEywo?usp=sharing

BIDDERS:

- PRICE BUILDINGS, INC.  
P: (540)483-7226 F: (540)301-2200  
1111 CALLAWAY ROAD, ROCKY MOUNT, VA 24151


** BLACKSBURG, VA **  
Due: 2/26/2019 02:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK100

** JOB: #0058407 NEWMAN HALL TOILET/SHOWER ROOM RENOVATION **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS INTERIOR RENOVATIONS FOR FOUR EXISTING TOILET/SHOWER ROOMS, ONE EXISTING LAUNDRY, AND TWO EXISTING DORMITORY ROOMS. THE PROJECT INCLUDES SELECTIVE DEMOLITION, PLUMBING FIXTURES, VENTILATION SYSTEMS, ELECTRICAL WORK, CONCRETE MASONRY PARTITIONS, TOILET PARTITIONS, SUSPENDED CEILINGS, CERAMIC TILE, AND OTHER FINISHES. THE TOTAL PROJECT AREA IS APPROXIMATELY 2,800 SF

OWNER: VPI & SU PURCHASING  
P: (540)231-6221 F: (540)231-9628  
270 SOUTHGATE CENTER (0333), BLACKSBURG, VA 24061

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/12/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: NewToilet

Wz@72992

** CATAWBA, VA **  
Due: 2/26/2019 02:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK66  
Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: CATAWBA HOSPITAL - BUILDING 15 ENVELOPE REPAIRS (PC: 720-18153-004) **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE CLEANING AND REPAIR OF EXTERIOR CONCRETE FACADES OF BUILDING 15. THE ADDITION OF WATERPROOFING COATINGS; THE INSTALLATION OF A ROD-SUPPORTED CANOPY AND A POST-SUPPORTED CANOPY; AND REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING EXTERIOR WINDOW, DOOR FRAME, AND CONCRETE CONTROL JOINT SEALANT THROUGHOUT

OWNER: DEPARTMENT OF BEHAVIORAL HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENT SV OFFICE OF ARCHITECTURAL/ENGINEERING SERVICES, RICHMOND, VA 23219

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/6/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: NewToilet

Wz@72992

** CHESTERFIELD CO, VA **  
Due: 2/26/2019 02:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK40

** JOB: ADMN19000205 INTERIOR IMPROVEMENTS - FALLING CREEK MIDDLE SCHOOL **

SCOPE: THE OVERALL PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS: SELECTIVE DEMOLITION OF EXISTING FINISHES, MECHANICAL, PLUMBING, AND ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS, AND REPLACEMENT WITH NEW. THE DEMOLITION SHALL INCLUDE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS REMOVAL.

ARCHITECTS: COMMONWEALTH ARCHITECTS  
P: (804)648-5040 F: (804)225-0329  
THE COLUMBIAN BLOCK, RICHMOND, VA 23219

OWNER: CHESTERFIELD COUNTY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT  
P: (804)748-1617 F: (804)717-6378  
9901 LORI ROAD, LANE B RAMSEY BUILDING, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832

OWNER: CHESTERFIELD COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS  
P: (804)768-6126  
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/6/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: STEPHEN WEISENSALE AT COMMONWEALTH ARCHITECTS (804) 200-7187 OR BY EMAIL sweisenale@comarchs.com
** HENRICO CO, VA **  
Due: 2/26/2019 03:00 PM.  
** JOB: #19-1812-1CLE TOILET ROOM IMPROVEMENTS - RUBY F CARVER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ** 
** SCOPE: THE WORK CONSISTS OF ALTERATION, RENOVATIONS AND ADA ACCESSIBILITY OF EXISTING SPACES IN RUBY F CARVER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, DEMOLITION AND REMOVAL OF EXISTING CONSTRUCTION AND TOILET FIXTURES, NEW INTERIOR PARTITIONS, TOILET FIXTURES, AND ACCESSORIES, FINISHES AND ASSOCIATED MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL WORK. ** 
** THE WORK WILL BE DONE DURING THE SUMMER FROM 6/17/19 THROUGH 8/15/19 ** 
** OWNER: HENRICO CO PURCHASING DEPT/DEPT OF GENERAL SERVICE P: (804)501-5660 F: (804)501-5693 NORTH RUN OFFICE PARK, RICHMOND, VA 23273 ** 
** PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/13/2019 03:00 PM ** 

** RICHMOND, VA **  
Due: 2/26/2019 01:00 PM.  
** JOB: #409-18346-005 RICHMOND HEADQUARTERS SOLAR INSTALLATION PROJECT ** 
** SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS AN INSTALLATION OF NEW +/- 200KW SOLAR SYSTEM INCLUDING WIRING TO EXISTING BUILDING MAIN. ** 
** ARCHITECTS: HDH P: (540)381-7999 F: (540)381-7990 400 WEST MAIN STREET, CHRISTIANSBURG, VA 24073 ** 
** OWNER: DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND INLAND FISHERIES P: (804)367-9587 F: (804)367-2311 7870 VILLA PAK DRIVE SUITE 400, HENRICO, VA 23228 ** 
** PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/6/2019 11:00 AM ** 

** CROZET, VA **  
Due: 2/27/2019 03:00 PM.  
** Bin(s): RK77  
** Addendum(s): #1, #2 ** 
** JOB: #2019-02073-53 MINT SPRINGS VALLEY PARK MAINTENANCE FACILITY - CONSTRUCTION ** 
** SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS A 3,968 SF (2,046 SF INSIDE WITH AN ADDITIONAL 1,904 SF OUTDOOR COVERED SPACE) SINGLE STORY, WOOD FRAMED MAINTENANCE BUILDING WITH TWO SERVICE BAYS, AN OFFICE, A TOILET ROOM, A BREAK ROOM AND ATTIC STORAGE.  
** ESTIMATED COST: $100,000 <--> $500,000 ** 
** ARCHITECTS: GRIMM AND PARKER P: (434)296-5353 123 EAST MAIN STREET, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22902 ** 
** OWNER: ALBEMARLE COUNTY, PURCHASING DEPT P: (434)296-5854 F: (434)972-4006 401 MCINTIRE ROAD, ROOM 248, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22902 ** 
** PRE-BID INFORMATION: 1/23/2019 10:00 AM ** 

** PRINCE GEORGE, VA **  
Due: 2/27/2019 02:00 PM. 
** Bin(s): RK7 ** 
** JOB: #241-A8241-001 RICHARD BLAND COLLEGE - MAZE HALL - WINDOW AND DOOR REPLACEMENT ** 
** ARCHITECTS: RODRIGUEZ RIPLEY MADDOX MOTLEY P: (757)622-2828 F: (757)622-2430 1317 EXECUTIVE BOULEVARD, CHESAPEAKE, VA 23320 ** 
** OWNER: VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM P: (804)225-2125 F: (804)692-0520 FACILITIES MANAGEMENT SERVICES, 16TH FLOOR, RICHMOND, VA 23219 ** 
** OWNER: RICHARD BLAND COLLEGE P: (804)862-6212 F: (804)862-6104 11301 JOHNSON ROAD, PETERSBURG, VA 23805 ** 
** PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/12/2019 02:00 PM ** 

** REMINGTON, VA **  
Due: 2/27/2019 03:00 PM.  
** Bin(s): RK5  
** Addendum(s): #1 ** 
** JOB: MILLVIEW APARTMENTS - REHABILITATION ** 
** SCOPE: THE WORK CONSISTS OF THE RENOVATION OF 28 APARTMENT UNITS AND PUBLIC SPACES. APARTMENTS WILL BE RELEASED IN A BLOCK OF FOUR. THE OTHER APARTMENTS WILL BE OCCUPIED. ** 
** ARCHITECTS: HUGHES ASSOCIATES ARCHITECTS P: (540)342-4002 F: (540)342-2060 P O BOX 1034, ROANOKE, VA 24005 ** 
** OTHER INFORMATION: FOR ADDITIONAL SITE VISITS CONTACT: BRYAN AILEY (276) 623-9000 ** 
** BIDDERS:  
** MARTIN HORN, INC. P: (434)293-6171 F: (434)971-7450 210 CARLTON ROAD, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22902 ** 
** TAFT CONSTRUCTION, INC. P: (540)825-9007 F: (540)825-8965 237 EAST DAVIS STREET, CULPEPER, VA 22701 ** 

** ALBEMARLE CO, VA **  
Due: 2/28/2019 03:00 PM.  
** Bin(s): RK2 ** 
** JOB: #2019-02283-60 IVY CREEK SCHOOL - BOILER REPLACEMENT ** 
** SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING SINGLE HOT WATER BOILER WITH TWO NEW CONDENSING HOT WATER BOILERS ** 
** ESTIMATED COST: $100,000 <--> $500,000 ** 
** ARCHITECTS: SIMMONS ROCKECHARLIE AND PRINCE P: (804)262-7323 F: (804)794-7919 14006 GRACE WOOD PLACE, MIDLOTHIAN, VA 23113 ** 
** OWNER: ALBEMARLE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS P: (434)972-4006 401 MCINTIRE ROAD, ROOM 248, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22902 ** 
** OWNER: ALBEMARLE COUNTY PURCHASING DEPT/DEPT OF GENERAL SERVICE P: (804)501-5660 F: (804)501-5693 NORTH RUN OFFICE PARK, RICHMOND, VA 23273 ** 
** PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/13/2019 03:00 PM **
** ALBEMARLE CO, VA **          Due: 2/28/2019 02:00 PM.       Bin(s): RK1

** JOB: #2019-02282-59 WATER HEATER AND BOILER REPLACEMENT - MONTICELLO HIGH SCHOOL **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING HOT WATER HEATER AND BOILER WITH NEW HOT WATER HEATER AND BOILER

ESTIMATED COST: $100,000 <-> $500,000

ARCHITECTS: SIMMONS ROCKECHARLIE AND PRINCE P: (804)262-7323 F: (804)262-0021 8416 GLAZEBROOK AVENUE, RICHMOND, VA 23228

OWNER: ALBEMARLE COUNTY, PURCHASING DEPT P: (434)296-5854 F: (434)972-4006 401 MCINTIRE ROAD, ROOM 248, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22902

OWNER: ALBEMARLE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS P: (434)296-5854 F: (434)972-4006 401 MCINTIRE ROAD, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22902

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/15/2019 11:30 AM

** BLACKSBURG, VA **          Due: 2/28/2019 02:00 PM.       Bin(s): RK1

** JOB: RFQ #VT-D8-208-L00049-001 PREQUALIFICATIONS OF DESIGN-BUILD CONTRACTORS HITT HALL AND INTELLIGENT INFRASTRUCTURE COMPLEX, FUSION LAB AND SMART DINING FACILITIES **

OWNER: SEND RFQ'S TO KATHRYN M DICKEN, CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION AND RENOVATIONS (0129), 20 STERRETT FACILITIES COMPLEX, 230 STERRETT DRIVE, BLACKSBURG, VA 24061

OWNER: VPI AND SU, CAPITAL DESIGN AND CONST DEPT (0129) P: (540)231-4074 F: (540)231-9345 90 STERRETT FACILITIES COMPLEX, BLACKSBURG, VA 24061

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: TRAVIS JESSEE, CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION AND RENOVATIONS - SUPERVISORY PROJECT MANAGER; EMAIL: trjessee@vt.edu

** BLACKSBURG, VA **          Due: 2/28/2019 03:00 PM.

** JOB: #208-18268-000 CONSTRUCT CHILLER PLANT PHASE II **

ENGINEERS: AFFILIATED ENGINEERS P: (919)419-9802 F: (919)419-9803 1414 RALEIGH ROAD, CHAPEL HILL, NC 27517

OWNER: VPI & SU PURCHASING P: (540)231-6221 F: (540)231-9628 270 SOUTHGATE CENTER (0333), BLACKSBURG, VA 24061

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 1/15/2019 01:00 PM

OTHER INFORMATION: LINK: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lKtNMTbUjqlQbkFToiDHAMy2ieCQHZ0l

THE CUT OFF DATE FOR QUESTIONS IS 2/8/19 AT 5:00 PM

** CARROLL CO, VA **          Due: 2/28/2019 02:00 PM.

** JOB: OLD CARROLL COUNTY COURTHOUSE - PURCHASE OF NATURAL GAS BOILER **

OWNER: CARROLL COUNTY, COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR P: (276)728-3331 F: (540)728-4938 605-1 PINE STREET, HILLSVILLE, VA 24343

OTHER INFORMATION: CONTACT: FELECIA BOWMAN, FINANCE OFFICER, CARROLL COUNTY GOVERNMENTAL CENTER, 605-1 PINE STREET, HILLSVILLE, VA 24343

** PRINCE WILLIAM CO, VA **          Due: 2/28/2019 01:00 PM.

** JOB: S-LB-19304 ROOF REPLACEMENT - MARUMSCO HILLS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL **

OWNER: PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS P: (703)791-8741 F: (703)791-7462 PURCHASING DEPARTMENT, MANASSAS, VA 22111

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/14/2019 08:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: LAURIE BABER, CPPB, SENIOR BUYER: PHONE: (703) 791-7414; FAX: (703) 791-8610;
E-MAIL: baberl@pwcs.edu

** PRINCE WILLIAM CO, VA **          Due: 2/28/2019 02:00 PM.

** JOB: S-LB-19303 ROOF REPLACEMENT - POTOMAC VIEW ELEMENTARY SCHOOL **

OWNER: PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS P: (703)791-8741 F: (703)791-7462 PURCHASING DEPARTMENT, MANASSAS, VA 22111

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/14/2019 01:00 PM

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: LAURIE BABER, CPPB, SENIOR BUYER:
PHONE: (703) 791-7414; FAX: (703) 791-8610;
E-MAIL: baberl@pwcs.edu

** ROCKINGHAM CO, VA **          Due: 2/28/2019 01:30 PM.

** JOB: RFP-MM19R MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE SERVICE CONTRACT - REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL **

OWNER: ROCKBRIDGE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS P: (540)464-4443 F: (540)464-9103 612 WADDELL STREET, LEXINGTON, VA 24430

OTHER INFORMATION: CONTRACT DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM: STEVEN S REID - DIRECTOR OF MAINTENANCE, 1210 NORTH LIBERTY STREET, HARRISONBURG, VA 22802 (540) 434-4434
** TAZEWELL CO, VA **  
Due: 2/28/2019 12:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK39

** JOB: #411-18151-001 FIRE DOZER / TRANSPORT GARAGE **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS CONSTRUCTION OF ANOMINAL 24' X 50' X 18' HIGH GARAGE BUILDING (prototype A) WITH WOOD POLE STRUCTURAL FRAME, PRE-ENGINEERED WOOD TRUSS ROOF SUPPORT, CORRUGATED METAL SIDING AND ROOFING, SECTIONAL OVERHEAD DOOR, SIDEWALL EXHAUST FAN, MOTOR OPERATED LOUVER, AND RELATED IMPROVEMENTS. THE LANE GROUP P: (276)206-8571 310 WEST VALLEY STREET, ABINGDON, VA 24210  
OWNER: DEPT OF FORESTRY 1240 W MAIN STREET, ABINGDON, VA 24210

==== Friday, March 1, 2019 =====

** DANVILLE, VA **  
Due: 3/1/2019 05:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK174

** JOB: RFP 18-19-070 JAIL CHILLER AND COOLING TOWER REPLACEMENT **

SCOPE: THE WORK IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE CONSTRUCTION OF A TWO STORY MODULAR LIVE FIRE TRAINING STRUCTURE, WHICH SHALL INCLUDE TWO BURN ROOMS AND SEVERAL TRAINING PROPS. STRUCTURE IS TO BE BUILT ON A FOUNDATION WHICH WILL BE CONSTRUCTED THROUGH A SEPARATE CITY CONTRACT. THE STRUCTURE MUST BE MODULAR TO ALLOW FOR RECONFIGURATION AND FUTURE EXPANSION.  
OWNER: CITY OF HARRISONBURG, FINANCE DEPARTMENT P: (540)434-1713 F: (540)434-0634 345 SOUTH MAIN STREET, HARRISONBURG, VA 22801  
OTHER INFORMATION: LAST DAY FOR QUESTIONS: 2/22/19 AT 12:00 PM (NOON)  
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR: AARON RHONEY, ENGINEERING MANAGER

==== Monday, March 4, 2019 =====

** SALEM, VA **  
Due: 3/4/2019 02:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK102

** JOB: 155165 MASON CREEK STAGING AREA INTERMODAL CONTAINER COVERED STORAGE PROJECT - 1301 TEXAS STREET, SALEM, VA 24153 **

SCOPE: THE WORK WILL INCLUDE STOREFRONT CORNICE REPAIRS, TRANSOM WINDOW REPAIRS, BRICK CLEANING, CLADDING IMPROVEMENTS, DOOR REPLACEMENT, PAINTING/CAULKING, AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS WORK.  
OWNER: WAYNESBORO PROCUREMENT 503 WEST MAIN STREET, SUITE 203, WAYNESBORO, VA 22980  
OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT QUESTIONS ABOUT SCOPE OF WORK TO: TOM CARLSSON, WHRA: EMAIL: t_carlsson@wrha.org  
QUESTIONS REGARDING THE METHOD OF PROCUREMENT SHALL BE DIRECTED TO: JAMES BISBEE, CPPO, VCCO,VCO  
E-MAIL: bisbeejg@ci.waynesboro.va.us  
QUESTIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY 2/15/19 AT 5:00 PM

==== Tuesday, March 5, 2019 =====

** BLACKSBURG, VA **  
Due: 3/5/2019 02:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK42

** JOB: #0058406 VIRGINIA TECH - BATHROOM RENOVATIONS FOR WEST EGGLESTON HALL **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS INTERIOR RENOVATIONS FOR SEVEN EXISTING TOILET / SHOWER / BATHROOMS. THE PROJECT INCLUDES SELECTIVE DEMOLITION, PLUMBING FIXTURES, VENTILATION SYSTEMS, ELECTRICAL WORK, TOILET PARTITIONS, SUSPENDED CEILINGS, CERAMIC TILE, SOLID SURFACE WALL PANELING AND OTHER FINISHES. IT ALSO INCLUDES ENLARGEMENT OF ONE WALL OPENING AND TWO EXISTING DOOR OPENINGS WITH INSTALLATION OF NEW DOORS AND FRAMES TO PROVIDE HANDICAP ACCESS. THE TOTAL PROJECT AREA IS APPROXIMATELY 2,800 SF.  
ARCHITECTS: HUGHES ASSOCIATES ARCHITECTS P: (540)342-4002 F: (540)342-2060 P O BOX 1034, ROANOKE, VA 24061  
OWNER: VPI & SU PURCHASING P: (540)231-6221 F: (540)231-9628 270 SOUTHGATE CENTER (0333), BLACKSBURG, VA 24061  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/19/2019 10:00 AM  
OTHER INFORMATION: WestEggBath

8Ew6@78
** RADFORD, VA **          Due: 3/5/2019 02:00 PM.       Bin(s): RK

** RADFORD UNIVERSITY - DEDMON CENTER PORCH ROOF REPLACEMENT **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS TEAR OFF AND REPLACEMENT OF APPROXIMATELY 700 SF OF EPDM ROOFING. NEW SYSTEM TO BE 30-YR, 90 MIL EPDM ROOF SYSTEM

OWNER: RADFORD UNIVERSITY, PROCUREMENT AND CONTRACTS P: (540)831-7781 F: (540)831-6031 501 STOCKTON STREET, RADFORD, VA 24141

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/19/2019 10:00 AM

** FAIRFAX CO, VA **          Due: 3/6/2019 03:00 PM.       Bin(s): RK137/138     Addendum(s): #1

** LANGSTON HUGHES MIDDLE SCHOOL - RENOVATION PROJECT **


PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/20/2019 01:00 PM

** FAIRFAX CO, VA **          Due: 3/6/2019 03:00 PM.       Bin(s): RK137/138     Addendum(s): #1

** HUGHES MIDDLE SCHOOL - RENOVATION - PREQUALIFIED BIDDERS **

ARCHITECTS: Hughes Group Architects P: (703)437-6600 F: (703)834-1752 45640 Willow Pond Plaza, Sterling, VA 20164

Owner: Fairfax County Public Schools P: (703)385-7912 Burkholder Administrative Center, Fairfax, VA 22030

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/27/2019 01:00 PM

OTHER INFORMATION: FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTACT: Sharon Kropp, Senior Buyer (571)-423-2414 OR BY EMAIL AT shkropp@fcps.edu
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** FISHERSVILLE, VA **  Due: 3/6/2019 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK129-131

** JOB: #203-18160-000 ANDERSON VOCATIONAL TRAINING BUILDING #803 RENOVATIONS - PHASE 2 - WILSON WORKFORCE AND REHABILITATION CENTER **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS COMPLETE RENOVATION TO 69,827 SF RENOVATION PHASE II OF EXISTING TWO-STORY VOCATIONAL TRAINING BUILDING INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO NEW WINDOWS, DOORS, FINISHES, SPRINKLER, PLUMBING, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL AND EQUIPMENT AND 12,500 SF OF NEW ADDITIONS. TRADES INCLUDED: ASBESTOS ABATEMENT, SELECTIVE BUILDING DEMOLITION, MAINTENANCE OF CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE, CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE, UNIT MASONRY, MASONRY AND STONE RESTORATION AND CLEANING, STRUCTURAL STEEL FRAMING, STEEL JOIST FRAMING, STEEL DECKING, METAL FABRICATIONS, METAL STAIRS, PIPE AND TUBE RAILINGS, DECORATIVE METALS, MISCELLANEOUS CARPENTRY, SHEATHING, FINISH CARPENTRY, INTERIOR ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORK, BITUMINOUS DAMPPROOFING, THERMAL INSULATION, WEATHER BARRIERS, COMPOSITE PANELS, SINGLE PLY EPDM ROOFING - FULLY ADHERED, SHEET METAL FLASHING AND TRIM, MANUFACTURED ROOF SPECIALTIES, ROOF ACCESSORIES, THROUGH-PENNETRATION FIRESTOP SYSTEMS, FIRE-RESISTIVE JOINT SYSTEMS, JOINT SEALANTS, EXPANSION CONTROL, HOLLOW METAL DOORS AND FRAMES, FLUSH WOOD DOORS, ACCESS DOORS AND FRAMES, OVERHEAD COILING GRILLES, SECTIONAL OVERHEAD DOORS, ALUMINUM-FRAMED ENTRANCES AND STOREFRONTS, AUTOMATIC SLIDING DOORS, TUBULAR DAYLIGHTING DEVICES, DOOR HARDWARE, GLAZING, MIRROR GLASS, LOUVERS AND VENTS, GYPSUM BOARD ASSEMBLIES, TILING, ACOUSTICAL PANEL CEILINGS, RESILIENT BASE AND ACCESSORIES, RESILIENT SHEET FLOORING, RESILIENT FLOOR TILE, EPOXY TERRAZZO FLOORING SYSTEM, RESINOUS FLOORING, CARPET, PAINTING, VISUAL DISPLAY SURFACES, TOILET COMPARTMENTS, OPERABLE PARTITION, TOILET AND BATH ACCESSORIES, SIGNAGE, FIRE EXTINGUISHER CABINETS, METAL LOCKERS, LOADING DOCK EQUIPMENT, FOODSERVICE EQUIPMENT, ROLLER WINDOW SHADES, MANUFACTURED WOOD CASEWORK, HYDRAULIC ELEVATORS, SLEEVES AND SLEEVE SEALS FOR FIRE-SUPPRESSION PIPING, ESCUTCHEONS FOR FIRE-SUPPRESSION PIPING, IDENTIFICATION FOR FIRE-SUPPRESSION PIPING AND EQUIPMENT, WET-PIPE SPRINKLER SYSTEMS, DRY-Pipe SPRINKLER SYSTEMS, MEP, STRUCTURED CABLES, VOICE COMMUNICATIONS, AUDIO/VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS, DISTRIBUTED COMMUNICATIONS AND MONITORING SYSTEM, PHYSICAL ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM, VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM, ELECTRONIC FIRE DETECTION AND ALARM, SOIL MATERIALS, AGGREGATE MATERIALS, GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING, INSPECTION AND TESTING, SITE PREPARATION AND CLEARING, ROUGH GRAVING, EXCAVATING, UTILITY TRENCHING AND BACKFILLING, ROCK REMOVAL, BACKFILLING, EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL, TERMITICONTROL, ASPHALT PAVEMENT, PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENT, PAVEMENT MARKING AND SIGNAGE, CHAIN-LING FENCES AND GATES, LANDSCAPE GRADING, SEEDING, PRECAST TRENCH DRAINS, WATER MAINS AND SERVICES, DISINFECTION OF WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM, SITE SANITARY GRAVITY SEWER SYSTEM, SITE STORM DRAINAGE SYSTEM, EXTERIOR IMPROVEMENTS TO PLANT 1 AND PLANT 2 ENGINEERS: WHITMAN, REQUARDT, AND ASSOCIATES P: (804)272-8700 F: (804)272-8897 9030 STONY POINT PARKWAY, RICHMOND, VA 23235 OWNER: RICHMOND PURCHASING SERVICES P: (804)646-5722 F: (804)646-5989 900 EAST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23219 OTHER INFORMATION: CONTACT: ELIZABETH K JACKSON, SENIOR CONTRACT SPECIALIST PHONE: (804) 646-5799; FAX: (804) 646-5989 EMAIL: elizabeth.jackson@richmondgov.com BIDDERS: 000 PRE-QUALIFIED BIDDERS 000 , , , ARW CONTRACTING, INC. P: (804)706-9646 F: (804)706-9648 13201 OLD STORAGE ROAD, CHESTER, VA 23836 BROOKS & COMPANY GENERAL CONTRACTOR, INC. P: (804)266-6988 F: (804)266-6771 1801 HERMITAGE ROAD, RICHMOND, VA 23227 CANTU PRIMARY DESIGN BUILDING SOLUTIONS P: (757)404-1674 F: (757)404-1679 204 RIVERS BEND BOULEVARD, CHESTER, VA 23836 CSI CONTRACTING SOLUTIONS P: (757)545-8655 F: (757)545-8655 804 INDUSTRIAL AVENUE B, CHESAPEAKE, VA 23324 HITT CONSTRUCTION P: (540)891-4488 , , , MEB GENERAL CONTRACTORS, INC. P: (757)487-5858 F: (757)487-5858 4016 HOLLAND BOULEVARD, CHESAPEAKE, VA 23323 SOUTHWOOD BUILDERS, INC. P: (804)798-9225 F: (804)798-8702 P O BOX 1016, ASHLAND, VA 23005 VIRTTEXCO CORPORATION P: (804)644-7760 F: (804)644-7760 7840 FOREST HILL AVE, CHESAPEAKE, VA 23325 W M SCHLOSSER COMPANY, INC. P: (804)773-1300 F: (804)773-1806 2400 51ST PLACE, HYATTSVILLE, MD 20781 WOODLAND CONSTRUCTION, INC. P: (804)360-0545 F: (804)360-1917 5008 EVELYN BYRD ROAD, RICHMOND, VA 23225

==== Thursday, March 7, 2019 ====

** BLACKSBURG, VA **  Due: 3/7/2019 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK11

** JOB: #0058463 VIRGINIA TECH - PAYNE HALL WELLNESS KITCHEN **

**BLACKSBURG, VA ** Due: 3/11/2019 02:00 PM.  
**JOB: #0058456 WALLACE HALL UP-FIT FOR THE GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT - VIRGINIA TECH**  
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS AN INTERIOR RENOVATION OF THE EXISTING WALLACE HALL BUILDING TO CREATE OFFICE, CLASSROOM, AND WORKSPACE FOR THE GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT. RENOVATION INCLUDES THE SELECTIVE DEMOLITION OF WALLS, DOORS, FINISHES, PLUMBING, MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT. INCLUDED IS THE INSTALLATION OF WALLS, DOOR ASSEMBLIES, FLOOR AND CEILING FINISHES; AND INSTALLATION OF PLUMBING, MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL AS SHOWN IN THE BID DOCUMENTS  
OWNER: VPI & SU, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (540)231-7852 F: (540)231-9628 270 SOUTHGATE CENTER (0333), BLACKSBURG, VA 24061  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/18/2019 10:00 AM -- Mandatory  
OTHER INFORMATION: /WallUpfitt
**CHESTERFIELD CO, VA ** Due: 3/11/2019 03:00 PM.  
**JOB: #19-18264 (L94) PRE-QUALIFICATIONS - NEW CABINS AT POCOAHONTAS STATE PARK**  
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS DESCRIBED AS SITE DEVELOPMENT FOR AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF UP TO 7 NEW CABINS.  
OWNER: DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND RECREATION/KELLY P: (804)225-3948 F: (804)786-6141 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, RICHMOND, VA 23219  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 1/25/2019 10:00 AM -- Mandatory  
OTHER INFORMATION: PLANS ARE AVAILABLE FOR DOWNLOAD FROM AUSTIN BROCKENBROUGH - EMAIL postmaster@brockenbrough.com OR CALL (804) 592-3900
**NEWPORT NEWS, VA ** Due: 3/11/2019 03:00 PM.  
**JOB: #19-2877-2031 PHASE FOUR PARKING GARAGE AND EXTENSION OF PEARL WAY**  
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS CONSTRUCTION AND OUTFITTING OF THE PHASE FOUR PARKING GARAGE AND AN EXTENSION OF PEARL WAY BETWEEN TOWN CENTER DRIVE AND LAKEFRONT COMMONS  
OWNER: NEWPORT NEWS PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (757)926-8721 F: (757)926-8038 2400 WASHINGTON AVENUE (BID RESULTS: 757-926-7261), NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23607  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/21/2019 09:30 AM -- Mandatory
**CLARKE CO, VA ** Due: 3/12/2019 03:00 PM.  
**JOB: #19-0312 JOHNSON-WILLIAMS MIDDLE SCHOOL - CONTROLS REPLACEMENT**  
OWNER: CLARKE COUNTY, PURCHASING OFFICE P: (540)955-5185 F: (540)955-0456 450 WESTWOOD ROAD, BERRYVILLE, VA 22611  
OWNER: CLARKE COUNTY SCHOOL BOARD P: (540)955-5148 F: (540)955-6129 PURCHASING OFFICE, BERRYVILLE, VA 22611  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/26/2019 10:00 AM -- Mandatory  
OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM www.clarkecount.gov
**FREDERICK CO, VA ** Due: 3/12/2019 02:00 PM.  
**JOB: DOWELL J HOWARD CENTER - REROOF - RE-BID**  
ARCHITECTS: OWPR, INC. P: (540)552-2151 F: (540)951-0219 200 COUNTRY CLUB DRIVE, BLACKSBURG, VA 24060  
OWNER: FREDERICK COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS P: (540)667-1815 F: (540)722-3618 15 NORTH CAMERON STREET, WINCHESTER, VA 22604
**WINCHESTER, VA ** Due: 3/12/2019 02:00 PM.  
**JOB: #201808 PERCY D MILLER WATER TREATMENT PLANT OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE BUILDINGS IMPROVEMENTS**  
SCOPE: THE WORK WILL INCLUDE REPAIRS TO OPERATIONS BUILDING AND MAINTENANCE BUILDING ROOFING'S SYSTEMS AND PARAPET COPINGS AND REPAIRS TO BUILDING COMPONENTS OF THE OPERATIONS BUILDING. THE BUILDING COMPONENTS CONSIST OF AND ARE NOT LIMITED TO BRICK, MOTOR, AND WINDOWS SYSTEMS  
OWNER: CITY OF WINCHESTER, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (540)667-1815 F: (540)722-3618 15 NORTH CAMERON STREET, WINCHESTER, VA 22604  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 1/29/2019 10:00 AM -- Mandatory  
OTHER INFORMATION: BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE CITY WEBSITE AT: http://www.winchesterva.gov/purchasing/itbrfp.php
**CHESTERFIELD CO, VA ** Due: 3/13/2019 02:00 PM.  
**JOB: #199-16646 (A21) DAY USE RESTROOMS RENOVATION - POCOAHONTAS STATE PARK**  
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS RENOVATION OF TWO RESTROOM BUILDINGS AT POCOAHONTAS STATE PARK. THE RENOVATION INCLUDES REPLACEMENT OF PLUMBING FIXTURES, MECHANICAL SYSTEM, ELECTRICAL SYSTEM, ROOFING AND FINISHES. ALSO INCLUDED IN THE SCOPE ARE MODIFICATIONS TO THE EXISTING SIDEWALKS AND PARKING AT BOTH BUILDINGS  
ENGINEERS: AUSTIN BROCKENBROUGH AND ASSOCIATES P: (804)592-3900 F: (804)592-3901 1011 BOULDER SPRINGS DRIVE, RICHMOND, VA 23225  
OWNER: COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, DEPT OF GENERAL SERVICES P: (804)786-4538 F: (804)786-1593 SHIRLEY MCNUTT, VCO, PROCUREMENT UNIT, RICHMOND, VA 23219  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/20/2019 10:00 AM -- Mandatory
** NATURAL BRIDGE, VA **          Due: 3/13/2019 02:00 PM.       Bin(s): RK43

** JOB: #155120  FANCY HILL AHQ CHEMICAL STORAGE BUILDING ROOF REPLACEMENT **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE DEMOLITION AND REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING ROOFING WITH NEW MEMBRANE ROOF SYSTEM, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO DEMOLITION OF EXISTING ROOFING, RELATED ACCESSORIES AND REPLACEMENT WITH NEW MEMBRANE ROOFING OVER RECOVER BOARDS, REPAIRS TO PAVEMENT / CONCRETE AND HATCH OPENINGS / RAILINGS, RELATED SYSTEMS AND ACCESSORIES, COMPLETED, AND INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE BID DOCUMENTS

ARCHITECTS: HUGHES ASSOCIATES ARCHITECTS  P: (540)342-4002 F: (540)342-2060 P O BOX 1034, ROANOKE, VA 24005

OWNER: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (TW)  P: (804)371-6256 F: (804)371-6714 1401 EAST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23219

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/21/2019 10:00 AM

** PETERSBURG, VA **          Due: 3/13/2019 02:30 PM.       Bin(s): RK165     Addendum(s): #1, MEMO, #2, #3, #4

** JOB: #19-0015  LED LIGHTING REPLACEMENT **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING LIGHT FIXTURES ON THE 1ST AND 2ND FLOORS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES.

OWNER: PETERSBURG CITY PURCHASING OFFICE  P: (804)733-2345 F: (804)733-2434 CITY HALL ANNEX, PETERSBURG, VA 23803

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 1/4/2019 01:00 PM -- Mandatory

OTHER INFORMATION: QUESTIONS MUST BE IN WRITING AND RECEIVED BY 011019 AT 12:00 PM purchasing@petersburg-va.org

BIDDERS:

ATLANTIC CONSTRUCTORS  P: (804)222-3400 F: (804)222-6638 , , VA

DAVIS AND GREEN, INC.  P: (804)231-9684 F: (804)726-2929 , RICHMOND, VA

DESIGN ELECTRIC, INC.  P: (434)293-7740 F: (434)293-9261 P O BOX 5772, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22905

DISE, LLC  P: (540)931-4711 F: (540)880-8381 124 TEABERRY DRIVE, WINCHESTER, VA 22602

EBENEZER ELECTRIC, LLC  P: (703)652-8478 2714 CODE WAY, WOODBRIDGE, VA 22192

EDGEHILL ELECTRIC  P: (804)722-0888 25214 WALKERS LANDING, N DINWIDDIE, VA

H & H ELECTRIC  P: (540)840-5887 102 PELGRAM, FREDERICKSBURG, VA 22407

HIGHGROUND SERVICES, INC.  P: (757)562-7080 F: (757)562-7081 601 NORTH MECANIC STREET, FRANKLIN, VA 23851

INDEPENDENT LIGHTING CORP.  P: (757)969-0096 F: (757)969-0098 P O BOX 145, RICHMOND, VA

JJM ASSOCIATES, LLC  P: (804)377-8249 F: (804)967-2103 549 SOUTH LAKE BOULEVARD, RICHMOND, VA

LIGHTING MAINTENANCE, INC.  P: (804)652-5537 F: (804)520-0665 , VA

MONTGOMERY CONSULTING LLC  P: (804)754-8010 F: (804)754-8012 1618 WESTCASTLE DRIVE, RICHMOND, VA 23238

PYRAMID ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS, LLC  P: (804)745-4976 F: (804)745-4966 12730 SPECTRIM LANE, MIDLOTHIAN, VA 23112

STARLIGHT SOLUTIONS, INC  P: (757)557-3488 427 W 35TH STREET, NORFOLK, VA 23508

THE UNIX ELECTRICAL GROUP , , VA

===== Thursday, March 21, 2019 =====

** CHESTERFIELD CO, VA **          Due: 3/21/2019 02:00 PM.

** JOB: ROOF REPAIR / REPLACEMENT - ACADEMY BUILDING **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS ROOF REPAIRS / REPLACE WITH NEW EPDM SYSTEM

ENGINEERS: DEWBERRY & DAVIS  P: (804)290-7957 4805 LAKE BROOK DRIVE, SUITE 200, GLEN ALLEN, VA 23060

OWNER: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF STATE POLICE  P: (804)674-2118 F: (804)674-2214 PROPERTY AND FINANCE DIVISION, RICHMOND, VA 23261

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/21/2019 11:00 AM -- Mandatory

=====

** CHESTERFIELD CO, VA **          Due: 3/25/2019 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK10

** JOB: IRFP19000284  MODULAR CLASSROOMS FOR REAMS AND CRESTWOOD ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS - REBID **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS TO PROCURE TWO TURNKEY, TEMPORARY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CAMPUSES OF INTERCONNECTING MODULAR K-12 BUILDINGS WITH INTERNAL CORRIDORS, CLASSROOMS, OFFICES, STUDENT AND STAFF RESTROOMS, CUSTODIAL CLOSETS, MULTIPURPOSE SPACE, TO MEET ADMINISTRATIVE, INSTRUCTIONAL, FOOD SERVICE AND OTHER NEEDS. MODULARS WILL BE LOCATED ON TWO EXISTING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CAMPUSES

OWNER: CHESTERFIELD COUNTY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT  P: (804)748-1617 F: (804)717-6378 9901 LORI ROAD, LANE B RAMSEY BUILDING, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: JOSEPH PATTERSON, SENIOR CONTRACT OFFICER, BY EMAIL TO pattersonjo@chesterfield.gov
** Out of State **

** POCAHONTAS CO, WV **  
Due: 2/21/2019 01:30 PM  
Bin(s): RK69  
Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: POCAHONTAS COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL - RENOVATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS - NEW FIRE ALARM SYSTEM **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT INCLUDES THE NEW FIRE ALARM SYSTEM AND RELATED COMPONENTS AND THE INSTALLATION OF THESE COMPONENTS

ARCHITECTS: OWPR, INC.  
P: (540)552-2151  
F: (540)951-0219  
200 COUNTRY CLUB DRIVE, BLACKSBURG, VA 24060

OWNER: POCAHONTAS COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS  
P: (304)799-4505  
926 FIFTH AVE, MARLINTON, WV 24954

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/7/2019 11:00 AM -- Mandatory

OTHER INFORMATION: DEADLINE FOR QUESTIONS IS 2/15/19

BIDDERS:

APPALACHIAN SIGNALS & PRODUCTS  
P: (304)586-2913  
F: (304)586-2914  
P O BOX 508, WINFIELD, WV 25213

BREWER & COMPANY OF WEST VIRGINIA, INC.  
P: (304)744-5314  
F: (304)744-4899  
P O BOX 3108, CHARLESTON, WV 25331

MASTER SERVICE MID- ATLANTIC, INC.  
P: (304)638-8170  
F: (304)636-8260  
1403 LIVINGSTON AVENUE, ELKINS, WV 26241

MON VALLEY ELECTRIC  
P: (304)366-2340  
F: (304)366-2342  
FAIRMONT, WV 26554

NEWTECH SYSTEMS  
P: (304)766-0000  
420  16TH STREET, DUNBAR, WV 25064

SURDYNE FIRE & SECURITY  
P: (304)751-7417  
F: (304)751-7417  
2025 FIRST ST, LA GRANGE, KY 40031

THE SUMMIT ELECTRIC GROUP  
P: (304)562-7091  
209 WEST WASHINGTON ST, CHARLESTON, WV 25302

UNIVERSAL ENGINEERING  
P: (304)678-9065  
P O BOX 688, ELKINS, WV 26241
Section 2: Highways & Utilities / Heavy Construction

===== Friday, February 15, 2019 =====

** ROANOKE, VA ** Due: 2/15/2019 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK33 Addendum(s): #1, #2, #3

** JOB: #19-04-10 STORMWATER DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS - GRAYBILL ROAD NW
**

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE INSTALLATION OF APPROXIMATELY 950 LF OF VARIOUS STORM DRAIN PIPES, 12 STORM DRAIN STRUCTURES, ROADSIDE AND RIGHT OF WAY IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSOCIATED WORK ON WOODLAWN ROAD, GRAYBILL ROAD, GILFORD AVENUE AND PRIVATE PROPERTIES.

OWNER: ROANOKE CITY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (540)853-2871 F: (540)853-1513 ROOM 353, ROANOKE, VA 24011

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 1/16/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: CONTACT: STANLEY WELLS, SENIOR BUYER PHONE: (540) 853-2871 OR FAX: (540) 853-1513

BIDDERS:

- BOWMAN-GRIFFIN GENERAL CONTRACTORS P: (276)733-8203 F: (276)728-2600 2351 CHILDRESS ROAD, CHRISTIANSBURG, VA 24073
- E C PACE COMPANY, INC. P: (540)343-6816 F: (540)343-6909 PO BOX 12685, ROANOKE, VA 24027
- EXACT STORMWATER MANAGEMENT LLC P: (804)267-3260 13817 VILLAGE MILL DRIVE SUITE P, MIDLOTHIAN, VA 23114
- F & B CONTRACTING/LESLIE VAULLINS P: (540)297-4420 F: (540)297-0326 ROUTE 3 BOX 301, BEDFORD, VA 24523
- JACK STCLAIR, INC. P: (540)344-1657 F: (540)344-0285 PO BOX 12961, ROANOKE, VA 24030
- S C ROSSI & COMPANY, INC. P: (540)342-6600 F: (540)342-6611 1410 16TH STREET, SE, ROANOKE, VA 24014

===== Monday, February 18, 2019 =====

** ROANOKE, VA ** Due: 2/18/2019 02:00 PM.

** JOB: #19-0301 LAWNCARE SERVICES
**

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS PROVIDING LAWNCARE MAINTENANCE SERVICES AT MULTIPLE ROANOKE VALLEY SITES

OWNER: BLUE RIDGE BEHAVIORAL HEALTHCARE P: (540)345-9841 611 MCDOWELL AVENUE NW, ROANOKE, VA 24016

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/5/2019 02:00 PM  -- Mandatory

OTHER INFORMATION: CONTACT: NATALIE HOLDREN (540) 345-9841

===== Tuesday, February 19, 2019 =====

** BROADWAY, VA ** Due: 2/19/2019 12:00 PM. Bin(s): RK167

** JOB: BIORETENTION BMP CONSTRUCTION - BROADWAY HIGH SCHOOL
**

OWNER: SHENANDOAH VALLEY SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION P: (540)433-2853 F: (540)433-9998 DISTRICT OFFICE, HARRISONBURG, VA 22801

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/12/2019 08:30 PM

OTHER INFORMATION: RSVP TO THE PRE-BID MEETING - MEGEN DALTON - DISTRICT MANAGER SHENANDOAH VALLEY SWCD, 1934 DEYERLE AVENUE, SUITE B, HARRISONBURG, VA 22801;

PHONE: (540) 433-2853 EXT 119 OR EMAIL: megen.dalton@svswcd.org

LAST DAY FOR QUESTIONS IS 2/14/19 AT 01:00 PM

** CHESTERFIELD CO, VA ** Due: 2/19/2019 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK4 Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: #ADMN19000269 WALMSLEY BOULEVARD WATERLINE IMPROVEMENTS
**

SCOPE: THE WORK INCLUDES 100 LF OF 4", 780 LF OF 6", 1,090 LF OF 8" AND 2,245 LF OF 16" DUCTILE IRON WATER LINE ALONG WALMSLEY BOULEVARD, WILLESDEN ROAD, SPACE ROAD, BANTON STREET AND HARTWELL DRIVE.

ENGINEERS: AUSTIN BROCKENBROUGH AND ASSOCIATES P: (804)592-3900 F: (804)592-3901 1011 BOULDER SPRINGS DRIVE, RICHMOND, VA 23225

OWNER: CHESTERFIELD COUNTY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (804)748-1617 F: (804)717-6378 9901 LORI ROAD, LANE B RAMSEY BUILDING, CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832

** DANVILLE, VA ** Due: 2/19/2019 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK177 Addendum(s): #1, #2

** JOB: #18-19-055 SCHOOLFIELD SUBSTATION FENCING
**

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS 8' HIGH SUBSTATION SECURITY FENCE CONSISTING OF 7' OF STEEL CHAIN-LINK FABRIC ON STEEL POSTS PLUS 1' OF STEEL BARBED WIRE ON STEEL EXTENSION ARMS. ALSO ON 25' GATE AND 2 10' GATES. TWO SECTIONS OF WOODEN FENCE AND A WOODEN GATES

OWNER: CITY OF DANVILLE, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (434)799-6528 F: (434)799-5102 427 PATTON STREET, DANVILLE, VA 24543

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 1/30/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: CONTACT: J GARY VIA, DIRECTOR OF PURCHASING: (434) 799-6528 OPTION 4

BIDDERS:

- ALL STATE FENCE P: (301)915-4652 , LYNCHBURG, VA
- BARROW FENCE CO P: (276)638-7375 AL PHILPOT HIGHWAY, MARTINSVILLE, VA
- HURRICANE FENCE COMPANY P: (804)353-6030 F: (804)353-6039 P O BOX 7629, RICHMOND, VA 23231
- NICELSON FENCE CO P: (336)871-2115 F: (336)811-9299 1080 FENCE ROAD, LAWSONVILLE, NC
**FAUQUIER CO, VA** Due: 2/19/2019 02:00 PM.

**JOB: REMINGTON ROAD SANITARY SEWER REHABILITATION**

**SCOPE:** The project consists of rehabilitation approximately 1,805 LF of existing 24" ductile iron pipe (DIP) utilizing trenchless technology of cured-in-place pipe (CIPP) or slip lining located along Remington Road in Remington, VA. The project includes complete removal of 7 existing sewer manholes (4-FT diameter) and installation of 6 connecting sewer manholes (6-FT diameter) at a maximum distance of 500'. The project also includes proper installation, testing, restoration of underground utilities and environmental protection and restoration.

**OWNER:** FAUQUIER COUNTY WATER AND SANITATION AUTHORITY 7172 KENNEDY ROAD, WARRENTON, VA 20187

==== Wednesday, February 20, 2019 ====

**FREDERICK CO, VA** Due: 2/20/2019 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK76 Addendum(s): #1, #2

**JOB: #19009 ROUTE 522 NORTH TURN LANE**

**SCOPE:** The project generally consists of extending the existing left turn lane from northbound Route 522 into the Ganesboro Elementary School and Frederick County Middle School campus. The existing turn lane is 250' with a 200' taper, and the proposed turn lane will be 1,000' with a 200' taper.

**ARCHITECTS:** OWPR, INC. P: (540)552-2151 F: (540)951-0219 200 COUNTRY CLUB DRIVE, BLACKSBURG, VA 24060

**OWNER:** FREDERICK COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS P: (540)662-4518 F: (540)722-2788 1415 AMHERST STREET, WINCHESTER, VA 22604

**PRE-BID INFORMATION:** 1/23/2019 09:00 AM

**BIDDERS:**
- ARTHUR CONSTRUCTION COMPANY P: (703)996-1155 F: (703)996-1151 23691 OVERLAND DRIVE, DULLES, VA 20166
- CARROLL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY P: (540)667-1596 F: (540)667-6624 305 EBERT RD, WINCHESTER, VA 22603
- HERITAGE SITE DEVELOPMENT, INC. P: (540)338-4240 F: (540)338-3004 P O BOX 2815, PURCELLVILLE, VA 20134
- W-L CONSTRUCTION & PAVING INC P: (540)662-4008 F: (540)662-4330 2786 MARTINSBURG PIKE, STEPHENSON, VA 22656

**WISE, VA** Due: 2/20/2019 02:00 PM.

**JOB: TOWN OF WISE - STRIPING OF VARIOUS ROADS**

**SCOPE:** The Town plans to mark approximately 110,000 LF with yellow painting and 95,000 LF with white paint. Also include a price for marking turn arrows, stop bars, cross walks and words.

**OWNER:** TOWN OF WISE, TOWN MANAGER P: (276)328-6013 F: (276)328-6187 501 WEST MAIN STREET, WISE, VA

**OTHER INFORMATION:** TO SCHEDULE A SITE VISIT CONTACT DANNY STIDHAM AT (276) 328-6119

**LOUDOUN CO, VA** Due: 2/20/2019 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK173 Addendum(s): #1

**JOB: #2018-045-1230002 TANK INSPECTION SERVICES**

**SCOPE:** The project is generally described as the interior and interior inspection of tanks in the Loudoun Water System.

**OWNER:** LOUDOUN WATER P: (571)291-7982 F: (571)223-1527 44865 LOUDOUN WATER WAY, ASHBURN, VA 20147

**PRE-BID INFORMATION:** 1/24/2019 10:00 AM

**BIDDERS:**
- CORR TECH P: (888)842-3944 F: (508)435-0096 1495 W 10TH STREET, FREDERICK, MD 21702
- DIXON ENGINEERING, INC. P: (616)374-3221 1104 THIRD AVENUE, LAKE ODESSA, MI 48849
- QUINN CONSULTING SERVICES P: (540)850-0435 , , VA
- TANK ENGINEERING P: (813)927-3145 , , VA

**CHESTERFIELD CO, VA** Due: 2/21/2019 02:00 PM. Bin(s): RK73

**JOB: #19-0059 CHAPEL WATER LINE PROJECT**

**OWNER:** TOWN OF CHRISTIANSBURG, TOWN MANAGER P: (540)382-6128 F: (540)382-7338 100 EAST MAIN STREET, CHRISTIANSBURG, VA 24073

**OTHER INFORMATION:** DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: KIM WIDRIG, PURCHASING COORDINATOR; PHONE: (540) 382-9519 EXT 1135

**FAX:** (540) 382-3762

**EMAIL:** kwidrig@christiansburg.org

**CHRISTIANSBURG, VA** Due: 2/21/2019 03:00 PM. Bin(s): RK161

**JOB: #19-0059 CHAPEL WATER LINE PROJECT**

**OWNER:** TOWN OF CHRISTIANSBURG, TOWN MANAGER P: (540)382-6128 F: (540)382-7338 100 EAST MAIN STREET, CHRISTIANSBURG, VA 24073

**OTHER INFORMATION:** DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: KIM WIDRIG, PURCHASING COORDINATOR;

**PHONE:** (540) 382-9519 EXT 1135

**FAX:** (540) 382-3762

**EMAIL:** kwidrig@christiansburg.org
**COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA ** Due: 2/21/2019 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK36  Addendum(s): MEMO, #1

** COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA **

** JOB: #19-022102-1084 DUPUY AVENUE - STREET IMPROVEMENTS **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS ROADWAY AND PEDESTRIAN IMPROVEMENTS INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, NEW / RECONSTRUCTED TRAVEL LANES, WATER LINE RELOCATION, UTILITY RELOCATIONS, STORM DRAIN SYSTEM, SIDEWALKS AND CURB RAMPS WITH DETECTABLE WARNING SURFACES

OWNER: CITY OF COLONIAL HEIGHTS, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (804)520-9333 F: (804)520-9236 201 JAMES AVENUE, COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA 23834

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/5/2019 01:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT QUESTIONS TO: LARRY MELVIN, PURCHASING AGENT AT (804) 520-9333 OR VIA EMAIL AT melvinl@colonialheightsva.gov

** CULPEPER CO, VA ** Due: 2/21/2019 04:00 PM.

** JOB: CULPEPER SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT - RELOCATION OF PRIVATE, ROAD **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT INCLUDES, BUT MAY NOT BE LIMITED TO: RELOCATION OF APPROXIMATELY 200 FEET OF PRIVATE, PAVED, SINGLE LANE ROAD, TREE REMOVAL AND DISPOSAL OFF SITE, PROVIDING SUITABLE ROAD FILL AND SUBGRADE MATERIAL, CULVERT INSTALLATION, MINOR SURVEY WORK AND NEW PAVING

OWNER: CULPEPER SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT P: (540)825-8591 F: (540)825-8637 351 LAKESIDE DRIVE, CULPEPER, VA 22701

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 1/24/2019 08:30 AM -- Mandatory

OTHER INFORMATION: FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: culpeperswcd.org

** FREDERICK CO, VA ** Due: 2/21/2019 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK68  Addendum(s): #1, #2

** JOB: WATER STORAGE TANK AT LAKE FREDERICK **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE CONSTRUCTION OF A 500,000 GALLON ELEVATED WATER STORAGE TANK, PRV VAULT, APPROXIMATELY 300 LF OF 12” WATER IPE, COMPLETE WITH ALL ASSOCIATED APPURTENANCES AND SITE WORK IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE BID DOCUMENTS

ENGINEERS: PENNONI ASSOCIATES 117 EAST PICCADILLY STREET, WINCHESTER, VA 22601

OWNER: FREDERICK WATER 315 TASKER ROAD, STEPHENS CITY, VA 22655

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 1/24/2019 10:00 AM

BIDDERS: BUSHONG CONTRACTING CORPORATION P: (540)459-5975 F: (540)459-5100 279 WETZEL ROAD, WOODSTOCK, VA 22664

LANDMARK STRUCTURES P: (817)439-8888 F: (817)230-2070 3091 HARRISON COURT, BURLINGTON,ONTARIO,CANADA.

MID-ATLANTIC STORAGE SYSTEMS, INC. P: (740)335-2019 F: (740)335-0584 1551 ROBINSON RD, WASHING COURTHOUSE, OH 43160

** FREDERICK CO, VA ** Due: 2/21/2019 02:00 PM.  Bin(s): RK74  Addendum(s): #1, #2, #3

** JOB: #19-2 WESTERN WATER LOOP **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE CONSTRUCTION OF APPROXIMATELY 17,750 LF OF 20” WATERMAIN, COMPLETE WITH ALL ASSOCIATED APPURTENANCES AND SITE WORK IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE APPROVED PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS AND CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

ENGINEERS: PENNONI ASSOCIATES INC 117 E PICCADILLY STREET STE 200, WINCHESTER, VA 22630

OWNER: FREDERICK WATER 315 TASKER ROAD, STEPHENS CITY, VA 22655

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/24/2019 01:00 PM

OTHER INFORMATION: CONTACT: CONNIE MORRISON-HENRY, FREDERICK WATER, 615 TASKER ROAD, STEPHENS CIT, VA 22655

BIDDERS: A & M CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION P: (703)544-0850 F: (703)544-0847 7202 ARLINGTON BOULEVARD, FALLS CHURCH, VA 22042

CORE AND MAIN P: (540)659-3146 1162 RAMOTH CHURCH ROAD, FREDERICKSBURG, VA 22405

FERGUSON WATERWORKS P: (703)375-5899 F: (703)435-1662 13890 LOWE STREET, CHANTILLY, VA 20151

FIELDER'S CHOICE ENTERPRISES, INC. P: (434)244-0250 F: (434)977-3783 102 SOUTH FIRST STREET, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22902

FORTILINE WATERWORKS P: (540)229-7000 , , VA

GARNEY COMPANIES INC P: (301)638-0000 F: (301)638-0000 PO BOX 1966, STERLING, VA 20167

SNYDER ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC. P: (304)725-9140 F: (304)728-7326 120 INDUSTRIAL BOULEVARD, KEARNEYSVILLE, WV 25430

** LOUDOUN CO, VA ** Due: 2/21/2019 04:00 PM.

** JOB: RFQ - 59771 HAL AND BERNI HANSON REGIONAL PARK **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT INVOLVES THE CONSTRUCTION OF A REGIONAL PARK, THAT CONTAINS APPROXIMATELY 257 ACRES AND IS PLANNED TO CONSIST OF 17 ATHLETIC FIELDS WITH LIGHTING, OVER 75 ACRES OF PASSIVE RECREATIONAL SPACE, A NATURE CENTER BUILDING, A LODGE BUILDING, A PARK OFFICE BUILDING, MAINTENANCE FACILITIES, PICNIC SHELTERS, RENOVATION OF A HISTORICAL BUILDING (HANSON HOUSE), RESTROOMS WITH CONCESSIONS, , ATHLETIC COURT FACILITIES, PLAYGROUNDS, DOG PARKS, SPLASH PAD, SKATE PLAZA, PUMPHOUSES, NUMEROUS PATHWAYS, ASSOCIATED PARKING AREAS, ROAD IMPROVEMENTS, AND SITE WORK

OWNER: LOUDOUN COUNTY, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT P: (703)777-0403 F: (703)771-5097 741 MILLER DRIVE, SE, LEESBURG, VA 22075

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 1/18/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INQUIRIES TO: CHRISTOPHER BRESLEY, CPPB, CONTRACTING OFFICER, (703) 777-0394 OR EMAIL: Christopher.Bresley@loudoun.gov.

BID DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM: www.loudoun.gov/procurement

BIDDERS: HESS CONST + ENGINEERING SVCS, INC. P: (301)670-9000 F: (301)670-9009 804 W DIAMOND AVE, GAITHERSBURG, MD 20878
** LYNCHBURG, VA **

Due: 2/21/2019 03:00 PM.

** JOB: #2019-037 T0262 MUNICIPAL PAVING CONTRACT (SPRING 2019) **

SCOPE: THE WORK FOR THIS CONTRACT INCLUDES NORMAL MUNICIPAL PAVING PROJECTS: PLANE (MILL), AND RESURFACE, CHIP SEAL OR SLURRY SEAL, AND RESTRIPE SPECIFIED STREETS WITHIN THE CORPORATE LIMITS OF THE CITY

OWNER: CITY OF LYNCHBURG, OFFICE OF BUDGET & PROCUREMENT
P: (434)455-3970 F: (434)845-0711
CITY HALL, LYNCHBURG, VA 24505

OTHER INFORMATION: REQUESTS FOR CLARIFICATION OF OR QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS PROJECT MUST BE MADE IN WRITING, BY FAX (434) 845-0711 OR EMAIL TO FLORENCE RANDOLPH florence.randolph@lynchburgva.gov

** NORFOLK, VA **

Due: 2/21/2019 03:00 PM.

** JOB: PUMP STATION 17 SERVICE AREA WATER AND SEWER REPLACEMENT - PHASE 10 **

SCOPE: THE WORK CONSISTS OF THE REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING WATER AND SEWER INFRASTRUCTURE (APPROXIMATELY 2,720 FEET OF GRAVITY SEWER AND 3,139 FEET OF WATER MAINS OF VARYING DIAMETERS, AS WELL AS APPURTEMENT WORK INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO PAVING, RESTORATION AND CONNECTION TO EXISTING SYSTEMS.

OWNER: CITY OF NORFOLK, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC UTILITIES
P: (757)664-6701 F: (757)664-6707
400 GRANBY STREET, NORFOLK, VA 23510

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/7/2019 10:00 AM

** VIRGINIA BEACH, VA **

Due: 2/21/2019 03:00 PM.

** JOB: MARSHVIEW PARK PHASE I **

SCOPE: THE WORK INCLUDES CONSTRUCTION OF TWO NEW ENTRANCES AND PARKING LOTS, FOUR DOG PARKS, A RESTROOM FACILITY, AND OPENSPACE PLAYING FIELD, PAVED TRAILS, STORMWATER MANAGEMENT, AND OTHER ASSOCIATED INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS AS SHOWN IN THE BID DOCUMENTS

ARCHITECTS: CLARK-NEXSEN
P: (757)385-4438 F: (757)455-5800
4525 MAIN STREET SUITE 1400, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23462

OWNER: CITY OF VIRGINIA BEACH, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
P: (757)385-4438 F: (757)426-5601
2388 LIBERTY WAY, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23456

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/7/2019 10:00 AM

** WISE CO, VA **

Due: 2/21/2019 02:00 PM.

** JOB: UPPER EXETER PUMP STATION AND GRAVITY SERWER **

SCOPE: DIVISION #1 - PUMP STATION
DIVISION #2 - GRAVITY AND FORCEMAIN SEWER

ENGINEERS: THE LANE GROUP
P: (276)523-3771 F: (276)523-3568
316 EAST FIFTH STREET, SOUTH, BIG STONE GAP, VA 24219

OWNER: WISE COUNTY PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY
P: (757)331-2176
2 PLUM STREET, CAPE CHARLES, VA 23310

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/5/2019 11:00 AM

** HENRICO CO, VA **

Due: 2/21/2019 02:00 PM.

** JOB: #19-1804-1EAR ANNUAL CONTRACT FOR SURFACE ASPHALT RECYCLING - WHEN NEEDED **

** HENRICO CO, VA **

Due: 2/21/2019 02:30 PM.

** JOB: #19-1817-2JCK PARHAM ROAD AND HUNGRY ROAD - LANDSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS **

SCOPE: THE WORK CONSISTS OF FURNISHING, DELIVERING, AND PLANTING TREES, SHRUBS AND OTHER PLANT TYPES AS INDICATED ON THE PLANS. WORK INCLUDING ALL EXCAVATION AND PLANTING OPERATIONS, PLANT ESTABLISHMENT OPERATIONS, DISPOSAL OF WASTE AND OTHER INCIDENTALS NEEDED TO COMPLETETE PLANTING WORK IN THE MEDIAN OF PARHAM ROAD BETWEEN SHRADER ROAD AND WOODMAN ROAD. ADDITIONALLY HUNGRY ROAD BETWEEN SPRINGFIELD ROAD TO STAPLES MILL ROAD

OWNER: HENRICO COUNTY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
P: (804)501-5660 F: (804)501-5693
NORTH RUN OFFICE PARK, RICHMOND, VA 23273

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/8/2019 10:00 AM

** CAPE CHARLES, VA **

Due: 2/26/2019 11:00 AM.

** JOB: CAPE CHARLES HARBOR BREAKWATERS - PHASE 3 **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT INCLUDES THE CONSTRUCTION OF BREAKWATER V LOCATED IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AT THE CAPE CHARLES HARBOR ENTRANCE

ENGINEERS: LANGLEY & MCDONALD
P: (757)463-4306
309 LYNNHAVEN PARKWAY, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23452

OWNER: TOWN OF CAPE CHARLES, TOWN MANAGER
P: (757)331-2176
2 PLUM STREET, CAPE CHARLES, VA 23310

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/5/2019 11:00 AM

** DINWIDDIE CO, VA **

Due: 2/26/2019 02:00 PM.

** JOB: #19-1817-2JCK PARHAM ROAD AND HUNGRY ROAD - LANDSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS **

SCOPE: THE WORK CONSISTS OF FURNISHING, DELIVERING, AND PLANTING TREES, SHRUBS AND OTHER PLANT TYPES AS INDICATED ON THE PLANS. WORK INCLUDING ALL EXCAVATION AND PLANTING OPERATIONS, PLANT ESTABLISHMENT OPERATIONS, DISPOSAL OF WASTE AND OTHER INCIDENTALS NEEDED TO COMPLETETE PLANTING WORK IN THE MEDIAN OF PARHAM ROAD BETWEEN SHRADER ROAD AND WOODMAN ROAD. ADDITIONALLY HUNGRY ROAD BETWEEN SPRINGFIELD ROAD TO STAPLES MILL ROAD

OWNER: HENRICO COUNTY PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
P: (804)501-5660 F: (804)501-5693
NORTH RUN OFFICE PARK, RICHMOND, VA 23273

===== Tuesday, February 26, 2019 =====

** DINWIDDIE CO, VA **

Due: 2/26/2019 02:00 PM.

** JOB: MCKENNEY TANK REHABILITATION **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT CONSISTS OF REMOVING AND RECOATING THE INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR OF A 100,000 GALLON ELEVATED STEEL WATER TANK AND THE REPLACEMENT OF OTHER RELATED TANK AND SITE APPURTENANCES

ENGINEERS: ARCADIS US, INC
P: (804)740-0181
9954 MARYLAND DRIVE, RICHMOND, VA 23233

OWNER: DINWIDDIE COUNTY WATER AUTHORITY
P: (804)740-0181
23008 AIPARK DRIVE, JETERSVILLE, VA 23233

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/5/2019 11:00 AM

** CAPE CHARLES, VA **

Due: 2/26/2019 11:00 AM.

** JOB: CAPE CHARLES HARBOR BREAKWATERS - PHASE 3 **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT INCLUDES THE CONSTRUCTION OF BREAKWATER V LOCATED IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AT THE CAPE CHARLES HARBOR ENTRANCE

ENGINEERS: LANGLEY & MCDONALD
P: (757)463-4306
309 LYNNHAVEN PARKWAY, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23452

OWNER: TOWN OF CAPE CHARLES, TOWN MANAGER
P: (757)331-2176
2 PLUM STREET, CAPE CHARLES, VA 23310

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/5/2019 11:00 AM

** DINWIDDIE CO, VA **

Due: 2/26/2019 02:00 PM.

** JOB: MCKENNEY TANK REHABILITATION **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT CONSISTS OF REMOVING AND RECOATING THE INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR OF A 100,000 GALLON ELEVATED STEEL WATER TANK AND THE REPLACEMENT OF OTHER RELATED TANK AND SITE APPURTENANCES

ENGINEERS: ARCADIS US, INC
P: (804)740-0181
9954 MARYLAND DRIVE, RICHMOND, VA 23233

OWNER: DINWIDDIE COUNTY WATER AUTHORITY
P: (804)740-0181
23008 AIPARK DRIVE, JETERSVILLE, VA 23083

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/8/2019 10:00 AM
** LEE CO, VA **  
Due: 2/26/2019 02:00 PM.  
Bin(s): RK104  
JOB: THE FIELDS WATERLINE REPLACEMENT PROJECT - PHASE II  
SCOPE: THE PROJECT CONSISTS OF APPROXIMATELY 3,433 LF OF 6" WATERLINE, 1,928 LF OF 2" WATERLINE, 1,263 LF OF 3/4" WATERLINE, 46 SERVICE RECONNECTIONS, AND RELATED WATER SYSTEM APPURTENANCES  
ENGINEERS: THE LANE GROUP P: (276)523-3771 F: (276)523-3568 316 EAST FIFTH STREET, SOUTH, BIG STONE GAP, VA 24219  
OWNER: LEE COUNTY PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY P: (276)346-7775 P O BOX 830; 773 AIRPORT ROAD, JONESVILLE, VA 24283  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/27/2019 10:00 AM  

==== Wednesday, February 27, 2019 ====  

** FAIRFAX CO, VA **  
Due: 2/27/2019 03:00 PM.  
JOB: #19-021 LEE HIGH SCHOOL - SYNTHETIC TURF FIELD REPLACEMENT - PREQUALIFIED BIDDERS  
OWNER: FAIRFAX COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS, DESIGN & CONST. P: (703)246-3689 F: (703)591-2717 CITY SQUARE BUILDING, SUITE 100, FAIRFAX, VA 22030  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/20/2019 01:00 PM  
OTHER INFORMATION: FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTACT SHARON KROPP AT (571) 423-2414 OR BY EMAIL AT shkropp@fxps.edu  

** PETERSBURG, VA **  
Due: 2/27/2019 02:00 PM.  
JOB: #212-17980-003 E AND S CONTROL-FLEETS BRANCH STREAM RESTORATION  
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS THE RESTORATION OF 2,000 LF OF FLEET'S BRANCH. THE RESTORATION WORK CONSISTS OF IN-STREAM STRUCTURE INSTALLATION AND FLOODPLAIN BENCH GRADING, STREAM BANK AND OUTFALL STABILIZATION, SEEDING AND PLANTING. THE BASE BID INCLUDES 993 LF AND ADDITIVE BID ITEM #1 INCLUDES 1,007 LF  
ENGINEERS: TIMMONS GROUP P: (804)200-6500 F: (804)560-1016 1001 BOULDERS PARKWAY, RICHMOND, VA 23225  
OWNER: VIRGINIA STATE UNIVERSITY, CAPITAL OUTLAY P: (804)524-5534 PHYSICAL PLANT BUILDING, MYSTER MACKLIN STREET, PETERSBURG, VA 23806  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 1/31/2019 10:00 AM  

** ROANOKE, VA **  
Due: 2/27/2019 02:00 PM.  
JOB: FIBERGLASS REINFORCED PLASTIC STORAGE TANKS (2 TANKS)  
SCOPE: THE TANKS SHALL BE DESIGNED FOR STORING FERRIC CHLORIDE SOLUTIONS AND HOLD 20,000 GALLONS. THE BOTTOM WILL BE FLAT THE TOP DOMED. DIAMETER 12' AND HEIGHT 26' 6", THE CONTRACTOR SHALL FURNISH, DELIVER, INSTALL, TEST AND PLACE IN SATISFACTORY OPERATION OF FIBERGLASS REINFORCED PLASTIC STORAGE TANKS, COMPLETE WITH ALL NECESSARY ACCESSORIES AT THE DESIRED LOCATIONS. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR REMOVAL AND DISPOSAL OF EXISTING TANKS.  
OWNER: WESTERN VIRGINIA WATER AUTHORITY ENGINEERING SERVICES, ROANOKE, VA 24014  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/19/2019 02:00 PM  -- Mandatory  

** SOUTHWEST, VA **  
Due: 2/27/2019 04:00 PM.  
JOB: TRAIL CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE - (TWO SEPARATE BIDS)  
SCOPE: 1) TRAIL CONSTRUCTION - VARIOUS SECTIONS OF SOUTHWEST VA. THIS COULD INCLUDE WELL OVER 100 MILES OF NEW TRAIL CONSTRUCTION  
2) TRAIL MAINTENANCE IN VARIOUS COUNTIES OF SOUTHWEST VA. - 450 MILES OF TRAIL THE NEEDS PERIODIC GRADING, MOWING, AND RELOCATION  
OWNER: SOUTHWEST REGIONAL RECREATION AUTHORITY P: (276)807-7581 502 FRONT STREET, COEBURN, VA 24230  
OTHER INFORMATION: BID PACKAGES AVAILABLE FROM SRRA. CONTACT : CHRIS STURGILL AT (276) 219-8164  

** STATEWIDE, VA **  
Due: 2/27/2019 10:00 AM.  
JOB: FEBRUARY 27, 2019 HIGHWAY LETTING  
OWNER: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION P: (804)786-1898 F: (804)786-2788 2300 WEST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23269  
JOB 216 - MONTGOMERY COUNTY - SALEM DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. BIN(S) RK. VALUE: $2,233,000. 2019 PLANT MIX. NO PROJECT SHOWING.  
JOB 217 - HENRY COUNTY - SALEM DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. BIN(S) RK. VALUE: $3,609,000. 2019 PLANT MIX. NO PROJECT SHOWING.  
JOB 221 - BEDFORD COUNTY - SALEM DISTRICT - ROUTE 460. BIN(S) RK. VALUE: $966,000. 2019 PLANT MIX. NO PROJECT SHOWING.  
JOB 218 - PATRICK COUNTY - SALEM DISTRICT - ROUTE 40. BIN(S) RK. VALUE: $563,000. 2019 PLANT MIX. NO PROJECT SHOWING.  
JOB 632 - KING GEORGE COUNTY - FREDERICKSBURG DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $4,900,000. 2019 PLANT MIX. NO PROJECT SHOWING.  
JOB 855 - BATH AND HIGHLAND COUNTIES - STAUNTON DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $784,000. 2019 PLANT MIX. NO PROJECT SHOWING.  
JOB 860 - FREDRICK COUNTY - STAUNTON DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $601,000. 2019 PLANT MIX. NO PROJECT SHOWING.  
JOB 868 - PAGE AND SHENANDOAH COUNTIES - STAUNTON DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $1,174,000. 2019 PLANT MIX. NO PROJECT SHOWING.  
JOB 870 - ROCKINGHAM COUNTY - STAUNTON DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $1,509,000. 2019 PLANT MIX. NO PROJECT SHOWING.  
JOB 973 - ARLINGTON COUNTY - NORTHERN VIRGINIA DISTRICT. ROUTE 66. BIN(S) RK. VALUE: $1,686,000. 2019 PLANT MIX. NO PROJECT SHOWING.  
JOB 980 - PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY - NORTHERN VIRGINIA DISTRICT. VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $6,067,000. 2019 PLANT MIX. NO PROJECT SHOWING.  
JOB 987 - FAIRFAX - NORTHERN VIRGINIA DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $5,619,000. 2019 PLANT MIX. NO PROJECT SHOWING.  
JOB 988 - FAIRFAX - NORTHERN VIRGINIA DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $4,117,000. 2019 PLANT MIX. NO PROJECT SHOWING.  
JOB 989 - FAIRFAX - NORTHERN VIRGINIA DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $5,583,000. 2019 PLANT MIX. NO PROJECT SHOWING.
JOB A09 - RICHMOND DISTRICT-WIDE - VARIOUS ROUTES - VALUE: $1,500,000. ON-CALL BRIDGE STEEL REPAIR (7 BRIDGES). NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A26 - FAUQUIER COUNTY - CULPEPER DISTRICT - ROUTE 66. VALUE: $813,000. LATEX OVERLAY. NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A27 - DICKENSON COUNTY - BRISTOL DISTRICT - ROUTE 72. VALUE: $386,000. BRIDGE REPLACEMENT OVER LAUREL BRANCH. NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A28 - DISTRICT WIDE - NORTHERN VIRGINIA DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $847,000. ON-CALL INTERSTATE ASPHALT CONCRETE PATCHING. NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A49 - VARIOUS COUNTIES - RICHMOND DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $630,000. ON-CALL PAVINE. NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A53 - FREDERICK COUNTY - STAUNTON DISTRICT - ROUTE I-81. VALUE: $1,498,000. SMART SCALE - INTERSTATE RAMP IMPROVEMENTS. NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A54 - RICHMOND CITY - RICHMOND DISTRICT - ROUTE I-95. VALUE: $1,867,000. SMART SCALE - DECEL LANE EXTENSION. NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A55 - LYNCHBURG CITY - LYNCHBURG DISTRICT - ROUTE F906. VALUE: $452,000. CONSTRUCT SIDEWALK AND INSTALL LIGHTING. NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A56 - DISTRICT WIDE - LYNCHBURG DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $1,000,000. SHOULDER RUMBLE STRIP INSTALLATION. NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A58 - VARIOUS COUNTIES - LYNCHBURG DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $706,000. 2019 PAVEMENT MARKINGS RETRACER. NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A67 - DINWIDDE, NOTTOWAY, PRINCE GEORGE COUNTIES - RICHMIND DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $6,695,000. ASPHALT RESURFACING. NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A68 - DISTRICT WIDE - STAUNTON DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $863,000. ON-CALL GUARDRAIL. NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A69 - JAMES CITY, SURRY, AND WILLIAMSBURG COUNTIES - HAMPTON ROADS DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $3,500,000. BRIDGE DECK REPAIRS (4 BRIDGES). NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A71 - GREENSVILLE COUNTY - HAMPTON ROADS DISTRICT - ROUTE 139. VALUE: $1,339,000. PAVEMENT FULL DEPTH RECLAMATION. NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A72 - HAMPTON ROADS DISTRICT - WIDE - ROUTE 664 - VALUE: $4,000,000. BRIDGE MAINTENANCE - HAMPTON ROADS HARBOR CROSSINGS (1 BRIDGE). NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A74 - GREENVILLE, SOUTHAMPTON COUNTIES - HAMPTON ROADS DISTRICT - ROUTE 258. VALUE: $2,500,000. BRIDGE JOINT CLOSURE AND MAINTENANCE (5 STRUCTURES). NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A75 - DISTRICT WIDE - STAUNTON DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $5,000,000. ON-CALL STRUCTURE DEMO AND ASBESTOS REMOVAL. NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A76 - BLAND, SMYTH, WASHINGTON, AND WYTHE COUNTIES - BRISTOL DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $450,000. ON-CALL GUARDRAIL OVER INTERSTATE. NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A77 - BLAND, SMYTH, WASHINGTON, AND WYTHE COUNTIES - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $216,000. INTERSTATE PAVEMENT MARKING RETRACE. NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A78 - HAMPTON CITY - HAMPTON ROADS DISTRICT - ROUTE I-664. VALUE: $3,504,000. CONCRETE PAVEMENT REPAIR. NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A80 - NORFOLK CITY - HAMPTON ROADS DISTRICT - ROUTE I-564. VALUE: $1,557,000. CONCRETE PAVEMENT REPAIR. NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A81 - DISTRICT WIDE - SALEM DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $2,432,000. ON-CALL PAVEMENT MARKINGS. NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A84 - BEDFORD COUNTY - SALEM DISTRICT - ROUTE 666. VALUE: $2,713,000. BRIDGE REPLACEMENT OVER NSRR. NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB A85 - FREDERICK COUNTY - STAUNTON DISTRICT - ROUTE 50. VALUE: $1,625,000. INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENT. NO PROJECT SHOWING.

JOB N96 - BEDFORD COUNTY - SALEM DISTRICT - ROUTE 122 - VALUE: $10,029,000. REPLACE BRIDGE OVER GOOSE CREEK. NO PROJECT SHOWING.

===== Thursday, February 28, 2019 =====

** NORFOLK, VA ** Due: 2/28/2019 03:00 PM.

** MONTICELLO AVENUE SANITARY SEWER AND WATER TRANSMISSION MAIN REPLACEMENT **

SCOPE: THE WORK UNDER THIS PROJECT CONSISTS OF THE INSTALLATION OF APPROXIMATELY 1,200 LF OF NEW 20" SANITARY SEWER MAIN, APPROXIMATELY 1,100 LF OF 20" WATER TRANSMISSION MAIN AND ALL ASSOCIATED APPURTENANCES AND ALL ASSOCIATED SITE WORK INCLUDING PAVEMENT RESTORATION AND OVERLAY.

OWNER: CITY OF NORFOLK, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC UTILITIES P: (757)664-6701 F: (757)664-6707 400 GRANBY STREET, NORFOLK, VA 23510

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/14/2019 10:00 AM – Mandatory

** VIRGINIA BEACH, VA **

** WCM-19-0097 CONSTRUCTION OF CENTRAL PLANT GENERATOR **

SCOPE: THE WORK INCLUDES THE REMOVAL OF TWO EXISTING UNDERGROUND FUEL TANKS AND ASSOCIATED PIKING AND DEMOLITION OF PART OF THE ICE FIELD WALL. IT INCLUDES PROVIDING A NEW BUILDING FOR TWO NEW DIESEL ENGINE GENERATORS AND ASSOCIATED 5KV SWITCH GEAR TO SERV THE ENTIRE CENTRAL PLANT. THE DIESEL ENGINE GENERATORS AND BE OWNER FURNISHED. THE PROJECT ALSO INCLUDES PROVIDING A NEW ABOVE GROUND FUEL TANK TO SERVE THE CENTRAL PLANT AND THE NEW GENERATORS

ENGINEERS: PACE COLLABORATIVE, PC P: (757)499-7223 F: (757)671-8712 1277 PERIMETER PARKWAY, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23454

OWNER: CITY OF VIRGINIA BEACH, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS P: (757)385-1819 F: (757)385-5668 2405 COURTHOUSE DRIVE, MUNICIPAL CENTER BLDG 2, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23456

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/13/2019 10:00 AM
** JOB: TOWN OF WARSAW - STORMWATER TREATMENT FACILITY  
ENGINEERS: HURT AND PROFFIT P: (540)552-5592 1880 PRATT DRIVE  SUITE 2005, BLACKSBURG, VA 24060  
OWNER: TOWN OF WARSAW, TOWN MANAGER P: (804)333-3737 F: (804)333-3104 78 BELLE VILLE LANE, WARSAW, VA 22572  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/7/2019 10:00 AM  
OTHER INFORMATION: CONTACT: JOSEPH QUESENBERRY - TOWN MANAGER, 78 BELLE VILLE LANE OR P O BOX 730, WARSAW, VIRGINIA 22572

** JOB: HERITAGE PATHWAYS - PHASES III AND IV - RE-BID  
SCOPE: THE PROJECT GENERALLY CONSISTS OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF APPROXIMATELY 3,400 LF OF PROPOSED SIDEWALK IN THE TOWN OF FLOYD. AN ADDITIONAL 600 LF IS PROPOSED AS A BID ADDITIVE  
ENGINEERS: DRAPER ADEN ASSOCIATES, INC. P: (540)552-0444 F: (540)552-0291 2206 SOUTH MAIN STREET, BLACKSBURG, VA 24060  
OWNER: TOWN OF FLOYD - TOWN MANAGER 138 WILSON STREET, FLOYD, VA 24091  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/12/2019 10:00 AM  
BIDDERS:  
BAKER'S CONST SERVICES P: (423)538-4400 F: (423)538-1165 4533 HWY 11 E, BLUFF CITY, TN 37618  
EXTREME CONCRETE AND CONSTRUCTION, INC. P: (540)988-6101 7870 BLACKSBURG ROAD, CATAWBA, VA 24070  
H & S CONSTRUCTION P: (540)345-1501 F: (540)342-2326 P O BOX 6226, ROANOKE, VA 24017  
S C ROSSI & COMPANY, INC. P: (540)342-6600 F: (540)342-6611 1410 16TH STREET, SE, ROANOKE, VA 24014

** JOB: PC# DCR77201 DREDGE BOAT RAMP - KIPTOPEKE STATE PARK  
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS: CONDUCT MAINTENANCE DREDGING WORK THROUGH MECHANICAL MEANS WITHIN THE EXISTING BOAT RAMP AND ENTRANCE CHANNEL  
ENGINEERS: VHB/VANASSE HANGEN BRUSTLIN, INC. P: (757)220-0500 F: (757)220-8544 351 MCLAWS CIRCLE, WILLIAMSBURG, VA 23185  
OWNER: DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND RECREATION/KELLY P: (804)225-3948 F: (804)786-6141 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, RICHMOND, VA 23219  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/20/2019 10:00 AM  -- Mandatory

** JOB: E180027156 REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS - CHIMBORAZO SANITARY SEWER REPLACEMENT - PHASE I  
SCOPE: THE PROJECT INCLUDES BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO THE FOLLOWING ALONG WITH ALL APPURTENANT WORK FOR A NEW FLOW DIVERSION CHAMBER AND NEW DROP SHAFT CHAMBER AT THE SOUTH END OF CHIMBORAZO PARK  
OWNER: RICHMOND PURCHASING SERVICES P: (804)646-5722 F: (804)646-5989 900 EAST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23219  
OTHER INFORMATION: CONTACT: ELIZABETH K JACKSON, SENIOR CONTRACT SPECIALIST  
PHONE: (804) 646-5799; FAX: (804) 646-5989  
EMAIL: Elizabeth.jackson@richmondgov.com

** JOB: PC#199-166469(A40) SWINGING BRIDGE REPAIRS  
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS REPAIRS TO A CABLE SWINGING BRIDGE, INCLUDING CARPENTRY, MISCELLANEOUS MINOR STEEL INSTALLATION AND REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING SWINGING BRIDGE COMPONENTS  
ENGINEERS: PROSIM ENGINEERING P: (276)783-3977 108 SOUTH IRON ST, MARION, VA 24354  
OWNER: DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND RECREATION/KELLY P: (804)225-3948 F: (804)786-6141 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, RICHMOND, VA 23219  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/20/2019 10:00 AM  -- Mandatory

** JOB: TOWN OF WISE - EAST MAIN STREET IMPROVEMENTS (PHASE II)  
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS CONSTRUCTION OF CONCRETE SIDEWALK, CURB & GUTTER, PAVEMENT MILLING, PAVEMENT OVERLAY, STREET LIGHTING SYSTEM AND ASSOCIATED ITEMS  
ENGINEERS: THOMPSON AND LITTON, INC. P: (276)328-2161 F: (276)328-1738 P O BOX 1307, WISE, VA 24293  
OWNER: TOWN OF WISE, TOWN MANAGER P: (276)328-6013 F: (276)328-6187 501 WEST MAIN STREET, WISE, VA 24293  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/19/2019 10:00 AM

** JOB: G190014614 ANNUAL SEWER AND STORMWATER REPAIR, REPLACEMENT AND NEW INSTALLATIONS  
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS FOCUSED ON EXTENDING THE LIFE OF THE SANITARY SEWER, COMBINED SEWER, AND STORM SEWER COLLECTION SYSTEMS. THE WORK MAY CONSIST OF BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO SITE PREPARATION; CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION INSPECTION AND LOCATION MARKING, BYPASS PUMPING; EXCAVATION AND SHORING; PIPE AND FITTING INSTALLATION; INSTALLATION OF MANHOLES; DROP INLETS AND OTHER STRUCTURES AND APPURTENANCES; BACKFILL AND COMPACTION; PLACEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION OF SURFACE DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS; SITE RESTORATION; AND OTHER RELATED ITEMS  
OWNER: RICHMOND PURCHASING SERVICES P: (804)646-5722 F: (804)646-5989 900 EAST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23219  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/19/2019 10:00 AM  
OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: GARY HUNDLEY - SR. CONTRACT SPECIALIST  
PHONE: (804) 646-2670; FAX: (804) 646-5989  
EMAIL: gary.hundley@richmondgov.com

** JOB: J190014614 ANNUAL SEWER AND STORMWATER REPAIR, REPLACEMENT AND NEW INSTALLATIONS  
SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS FOUSED ON EXTENDING THE LIFE OF THE SANITARY SEWER, COMBINED SEWER, AND STORM SEWER COLLECTION SYSTEMS. THE WORK MAY CONSIST OF BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO SITE PREPARATION; CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION INSPECTION AND LOCATION MARKING, BYPASS PUMPING; EXCAVATION AND SHORING; PIPE AND FITTING INSTALLATION; INSTALLATION OF MANHOLES; DROP INLETS AND OTHER STRUCTURES AND APPURTENANCES; BACKFILL AND COMPACTION; PLACEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION OF SURFACE DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS; SITE RESTORATION; AND OTHER RELATED ITEMS  
OWNER: RICHMOND PURCHASING SERVICES P: (804)646-5722 F: (804)646-5989 900 EAST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23219  
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/19/2019 10:00 AM  
OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: GARY HUNDLEY - SR. CONTRACT SPECIALIST  
PHONE: (804) 646-2670; FAX: (804) 646-5989  
EMAIL: gary.hundley@richmondgov.com
** CHRISTIANSBURG, VA **  Due: 3/7/2019 03:00 PM.   Bin(s): RK

** JOB: UPC 104387 CAMBRIA ST. INTERSECTION AND N. FRANKLIN ST. CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENTS **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS CONSISTING OF ROAD REALIGNMENTS, SIGNALS, TURN LANES, AND DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS.

ENGINEERS: MCCORMICK TAYLOR P: (804)762-5800 F: (804)762-5803 NORTH SHORE COMMONS A, GLEN ALLEN, VA 23060

OWNER: TOWN OF CHRISTIANSBURG, TOWN MANAGER P: (540)382-6128 F: (540)382-7338 100 EAST MAIN STREET, CHRISTIANSBURG, VA 24073

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/14/2019 03:00 PM

OTHER INFORMATION: CONTACT: ELI MANNON PE (540) 382-6120 OR EMAIL: emannon@christiansburg.org

** RADFORD, VA **  Due: 3/7/2019 02:00 PM.   Bin(s): RK35

** JOB: RADFORD HIGH SCHOOL - STADIUM LIGHTING REPLACEMENT **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING LIGHTING AT RADFORD HIGH SCHOOL STADIUM INCLUDING REPLACEMENT OF POLE BASES, POLES AND LED FIXTURES.

ARCHITECTS: THOMPSON AND LITTON P: (540)633-1897 F: (540)633-1896 289 KOHLER AVENUE, RADFORD, VA 24141

OWNER: RADFORD CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS P: (540)731-3647 F: (540)731-4419 1612 WADSWORTH STREET, RADFORD, VA 24143

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/19/2019 10:00 AM

** AUSTINVILLE, VA **  Due: 3/8/2019 03:00 PM.

** JOB: GROUNDS MAINTENANCE PROJECT - 2 SITES **

SCOPE: THE SITES ARE TO BE MOWED AND TRIMMED ON A 10 DAY SCHEDULE (LESS IN DROUGHT OR MORE IN WET SEASONS) AS NEEDED, AND TRASH AND DEBRIS ARE TO BE PICKED UP BEFORE AND AFTER MOWING.

OWNER: NEW RIVER REGIONAL WATER AUTHORITY 289 KOHLER AVENUE, AUSTINVILLE, VA 24312

OTHER INFORMATION: SUBMIT BIDS TO: JONATHAN HANKS, NEW RIVER REGIONAL WATER AUTHORITY, 289 KOHLER AVE, AUSTINVILLE, VIRGINIA 24312

** ROANOKE, VA **  Due: 3/8/2019 02:00 PM.   Bin(s): RK70

** JOB: ROANOKE-BLACKSBURG REGIONAL AIRPORT - SR 118 TUNNEL LIGHTING UPGRADES **

SCOPE: THE WORK INVOLES REHABILITATION AND REPLACEMENT OF HIGHWAY TUNNEL LIGHTING AND ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS.

OWNER: ROANOKE REGIONAL AIRPORT COMMISSIONS OFFICE P: (540)362-1999 5202 AVIATION DRIVE, ROANOKE, VA 24012

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/20/2019 10:30 AM

** BIG STONE GAP, VA **  Due: 3/11/2019 04:00 PM.

** JOB: REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS - STATE ROUTE 610 AND SHELBY AVENUD (PHASE II) WATERLINE REPLACEMENT **

SCOPE: THE PROPOSED PROJECT CONSISTS OF THE REPLACEMENT OF APPROXIMATELY 4,239 LF OF 12" WATERLINE, 1,683 LF OF 6" WATERLINE; 700 LF OF 3/4" SERVICE LINE, INSTALLATION OF 8 FIRE HYDRANT ASSEMBLIES; AND ASSOCIATED APPURTENANCES.

OWNER: TOWN OF BIG STONE GAP, TOWN MANAGER P: (276)523-0115 F: (276)523-5625 505 EAST FIFTH STREET SOUTH, BIG STONE GAP, VA 24219

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT QUESTIONS TO: STEPHEN L LAWSON, TOWN MANAGEDRT PHONE: (276) 523-0115 OR FAX: (276) 523-5625

** RICHMOND, VA **  Due: 3/12/2019 11:00 AM.

** JOB: #2019-01119-001 CONSTRUCTION OF THE FRONT DOORS - SHAFER AND FRANKLIN INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS SITE WORK, CURBING, DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS, BRICK PAVERS, ASPHALT PAVING, SITE LIGHTING, LANDSCAPING AND IRRIGATION.

ARCHITECTS: WATERSTREET STUDIO P: (434)295-8177 418 EAST MAIN STREET, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22902

OWNER: VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY/CONST AND FACIILT P: (804)827-3838 F: (804)828-7837 6 SOUTH LINDEN STREET (804)828-2525, RICHMOND, VA 23220

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/18/2019 09:00 AM

** RICHMOND, VA **  Due: 3/12/2019 02:00 PM.

** JOB: #2019-01119-002 VCU CONSTRUCTION OF THE FRONT DOORS- LINDEN AND MAIN INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS **

SCOPE: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS SITE WORK, CURBING, DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS, BRICK PAVERS, ASPHALT PAVING, SITE LIGHTING, LANDSCAPING AND IRRIGATION.

ARCHITECTS: WATERSTREET STUDIO P: (434)295-8177 418 EAST MAIN STREET, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22902

OWNER: VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY/CONST AND FACIILT P: (804)827-3838 F: (804)828-7837 6 SOUTH LINDEN STREET (804)828-2525, RICHMOND, VA 23220

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/18/2019 10:00 AM
** FAIRFAX CO, VA **          Due: 3/13/2019 03:00 PM.
JOB: #19-023 WESTFIELD HIGH SCHOOL - SYNTHETIC TURF FIELD PROJECT
OWNER: FAIRFAX COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS, DESIGN & CONST. P: (703)246-3689 F: (703)591-2717 CITY SQUARE BUILDING, SUITE 100, FAIRFAX, VA 22030.
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 3/6/2019 01:00 PM
OTHER INFORMATION: FOR ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS CONTACT SHARON KROPP AT (571) 423-2414 OR BY EMAIL AT shkropp@fcps.edu

** LYNCHBURG, VA **          Due: 3/14/2019 04:00 PM.
JOB: RFP AVGAS SELF-SERVICE AVIATION FUEL STORAGE TANK AND PUMPING SYSTEM
SCOPE: FURNISH AND INSTALL ONE 10,000 GALLON AVGAS SELF-SERVICE AVIATION FUEL STORAGE TANK AND PUMPING SYSTEM AND 1 CREDIT CARD POINT OF SALE TERMINAL AT THE LYNCHBURG REGIONAL AIRPORT
OWNER: CITY OF LYNCHBURG, OFFICE OF BUDGET & PROCUREMENT P: (434)455-3970 F: (434)845-0711 CITY HALL, LYNCHBURG, VA 24505
OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: MELISSA TILLMLAN: EMAIL melissa.tillman@lynchburgva.gov

** FAUQUIER CO, VA **          Due: 3/15/2019
JOB: REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS - WATERLOO HISTORIC BRIDGE RESTORATION - (1 BRIDGE) - ROUTE 613
SCOPE: THE BRIDGE IS OVER THE RAPPAHANOCK RIVER
ESTIMATED COST: $3,260,000
OWNER: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION P: (804)786-1898 F: (804)786-2788 2300 WEST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23269
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/21/2019   -- Mandatory
OTHER INFORMATION: CONTRACT DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM: http://www.winchesterva.gov/purchasing/itbrfp.php

** WINCHESTER, VA **          Due: 3/19/2019 03:00 PM.
JOB: #201901 STROTHERS LANE - GROUND STORAGE TANK REPLACEMENT
SCOPE: THE WORK INCLUDES BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO THE DEMOLITION OF AN EXISTING 3MG STEEL WATER TANK ABD CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW 3MG PRESTRESSED CONCRETE WATER TANK, INCLUDING TANK ACCESSORIES, DEMOLITION AND CONSTRUCTION OF NEW WATER AND STORM WATER UTILITIES, CONSTRUCTION OF A PRECAST CONCRETE VALVE BUILDING, GRADING, PAVING AND SITE RESTORATION
OWNER: CITY OF WINCHESTER, PURCHASING DIVISION P: (540)667-1815 3RD FLOOR, ROUSS CITY HALL, WINCHESTER, VA 22601
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/19/2019 10:00 AM  -- Mandatory
OTHER INFORMATION: CONTRACT DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM: http://www.winchesterva.gov/purchasing/itbrfp.php

** STATEWIDE, VA **          Due: 3/20/2019 10:00 AM.
JOB: MARCH 20, 2019 - HIGHWAY LETTING
OWNER: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION P: (804)786-1898 F: (804)786-2788 2300 WEST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23269
JOB 329 - APPOMATTOX AND CAMPBELL COUNTIES - LYNCHBURG DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $2,895,000.  2019 PLANT MIX. NO PROJECT SHOWING.
JOB 542 - JAMES CITY AND YORK COUNTIES - HAMPTON ROADS DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $3,292,000.  2019 PLANT MIX. NO PROJECT SHOWING.
JOB 852 - SHENANDOAH COUNTY - STAUNTON DISTRICT - ROUTE I-81. VALUE: $2,261,000.  2019 LATEX MODIFIED. NO PROJECT SHOWING.
JOB 871 - FREDERICK, ROCKINGHAM, SHENANDOAH AND WARREN COUNTIES - ROUTE I-81. VALUE: $658,000.  2019 PLANT MIX. NO PROJECT SHOWING.
JOB A05 - DISTRICT-WIDE - BRISTOL DISTRICT - VARIOUS ROUTES. VALUE: $175,000. ON-CALL ADA COMPLIANCE CURB RAMP IMPROVEMENTS. NO PROJECT SHOWING.
JOB A34 - BUCKINGHAM COUNTY - LYNCHBURG DISTRICT - ROUTE 678. VALUE: $432,000. SUPERSTRUCTURE REHABILITATION OVER ROCK ISLAND CREEK. NO PROJECT SHOWING.
JOB A61 - VIRGINIA BEACH CITY - HAMPTON ROADS DISTRICT - ROUTE 58. VALUE: $71,974,000. SMART SCALE* - ROAD RECONSTRUCTION AND BRIDGE REPLACEMENT (1 BRIDGE). NO PROJECT SHOWING
JOB A70 - NELSON COUNTY - LYNCHBURG DISTRICT - ROUTE 29. VALUE: $649,000. SMART SCALE - INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS. NO PROJECT SHOWING. ** ONLY AVAILABLE TO VIRGINIA SMALL BUSINESS ENTERPRISE VENDORS **
JOB A79 - PULASKI COUNTY - SALEM DISTRICT - ROUTE F047. VALUE: $4,495,000. BRIDGE REPLACEMENT OVER PEAK CREEK. NO PROJECT SHOWING. (1 BRIDGE)
JOB B2 - BRINSWICK COUNTY - RICHMOND DISTRICT - ROUTE 46. VALUE: $1,610,000. SGR-BRIDGE SUPERSTRUCTURE REPLACEMENT. NO PROJECT SHOWINGL (1 BRIDGE)
JOB A87 - MONTGOMERY COUNTY - SALEM DISTRICT - ROUTE 813. VALUE: $4,078,000. SGR - BRIDGE REPAIRS - STR. NO 6910 OVER ROANOKE RIVER. NO PROJECT SHOWING. (1 BRIDGE),
JOB A88 - SURRY COUNTY - HAMPTON ROADS DISTRICT - ROUTE 634. VALUE: $913,000. BRIDGE REPLACEMENT OVER CHIPPOKES CREEK. NO PROJECT SHOWING. ** ONLY AVAILABLE TO VIRGINIA SMALL BUSINESS ENTERPRISE VENDORS **
JOB A92 - FAUQUIER COUNTY - CULPEPER DISTRICT - ROUTE 723. VALUE: $277,000. BRIDGE REPAIR OVER I-66. NO PROJECT SHOWING. (1 BRIDGE)

===== Thursday, March 14, 2019 =====

** FAUQUIER CO, VA **          Due: 3/15/2019
JOB: REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS - WATERLOO HISTORIC BRIDGE RESTORATION - (1 BRIDGE) - ROUTE 613
SCOPE: THE BRIDGE IS OVER THE RAPPAHANOCK RIVER
ESTIMATED COST: $3,260,000
OWNER: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION P: (804)786-1898 F: (804)786-2788 2300 WEST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23269
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/21/2019   -- Mandatory
OTHER INFORMATION: CONTRACT DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM: http://www.winchesterva.gov/purchasing/itbrfp.php

==== Friday, March 15, 2019 =====

** FAUQUIER CO, VA **          Due: 3/15/2019
JOB: REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS - WATERLOO HISTORIC BRIDGE RESTORATION - (1 BRIDGE) - ROUTE 613
SCOPE: THE BRIDGE IS OVER THE RAPPAHANOCK RIVER
ESTIMATED COST: $3,260,000
OWNER: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION P: (804)786-1898 F: (804)786-2788 2300 WEST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23269
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/21/2019   -- Mandatory
OTHER INFORMATION: CONTRACT DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM: http://www.winchesterva.gov/purchasing/itbrfp.php

===== Tuesday, March 19, 2019 =====

** FAUQUIER CO, VA **          Due: 3/19/2019 03:00 PM.
JOB: #201901 STROTHERS LANE - GROUND STORAGE TANK REPLACEMENT
SCOPE: THE WORK INCLUDES BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO THE DEMOLITION OF AN EXISTING 3MG STEEL WATER TANK ABD CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW 3MG PRESTRESSED CONCRETE WATER TANK, INCLUDING TANK ACCESSORIES, DEMOLITION AND CONSTRUCTION OF NEW WATER AND STORM WATER UTILITIES, CONSTRUCTION OF A PRECAST CONCRETE VALVE BUILDING, GRADING, PAVING AND SITE RESTORATION
OWNER: CITY OF WINCHESTER, PURCHASING DIVISION P: (540)667-1815 3RD FLOOR, ROUSS CITY HALL, WINCHESTER, VA 22601
PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/19/2019 10:00 AM  -- Mandatory
OTHER INFORMATION: CONTRACT DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM: http://www.winchesterva.gov/purchasing/itbrfp.php

----- Friday, March 22, 2019 -----
** DUBLIN, VA **

Due: 3/22/2019 03:00 PM.

** JOB: NEW RIVER VALLEY AIRPORT - APRON EXPANSION - RE-BID **

SCOPE: THE IMPROVEMENTS INCLUDE EXCAVATION AND EMBANKMENT CONSTRUCTION, CONSTRUCTING NEW APRON PAVEMENT, UNDERDRAINS, PAVEMENT SEALING AND MARKING, ELECTRICAL ITEMS (TAXIWAY LIGHTS, DUCTBANKS, ETC), EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL, AND OTHER ANCILLARY WORK ASSOCIATED WITH THE IMPROVEMENTS. ARCHITECTS: EDEN AND ASSOCIATES, PC P: (276)632-6231 F: (276)632-3648 1049 BROOKDALE STREET, MARTINSVILLE, VA 24112

OWNER: NEW RIVER VALLEY AIRPORT COMMISSION

5391 C V JACKSON ROAD, DUBLIN, VA 24084

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 3/6/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: MARK MCGUIRE, EDEN & ASSOCIATES BY EMAIL: mark@edenandassociates.com OR PHONE: (804) 479-0351

====== Wednesday, April 3, 2019 ======

** FAIRFAX CO, VA **

Due: 4/3/2019 03:00 PM.

** JOB: #19-024 BAILEY'S ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - SYNTHETIC TURF FIELD REPLACEMENT PROJECT **

OWNER: FAIRFAX COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS, DESIGN & CONST. P: (703)246-3689 F: (703)591-2717 CITY SQUARE BUILDING, SUITE 100, FAIRFAX, VA 22030

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 3/20/2019 01:00 PM

OTHER INFORMATION: FOR ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS CONTACT SHARON KROPP AT (571) 423-2414 OR BY EMAIL AT shkropp@fcps.edu

====== Wednesday, April 24, 2019 ======

** STATEWIDE, VA **

Due: 4/24/2019 10:00 AM.

** JOB: APRIL 24, 2019 HIGHWAY LETTING **

OWNER: VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION P: (804)786-1898 F: (804)786-2788 2300 WEST BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA 23269

JOB A83 - FAUQUIER COUNTY - CULPEPER DISTRICT - ROUTE 613. VALUE: $3,261,000. WATERLOO HISTORIC BRIDGE RESTORATION OVER RAPPAHANOCK RIVER **REQUIRED ATTENDANCE PROJECT SHOWING FEBRUARY 21, 2019 AT 10:00 AM ** (1 BRIDGE)

====== Thursday, February 28, 2019 ======

** GREENSBORO, NC **

Due: 2/28/2019 02:00 PM. Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: #2017-076 COTSWOLD TERRACE ROUNDABOUT **

SCOPE: THE CONTRACT CONSISTS OF, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO, APPROXIMATELY 440 LF OF ROADWAY WIDENING ALONG COTSWOLD TERRACE AND OLD BATTLEGROUND ROAD, THE INSTALLATION OF A 26 FOOT RADIUS TRAFFIC ROUNDABOUT AT THE INTERSECTION, 220 SY OF 4" SIDEWALK, 45 SY OF 6" DRIVEWAY RAMPS, 163 SY OF 10 FOOT WIDE GREENWAY TRAIL, TRAFFIC CALMING MEDIANS, AND ADA CURB RAMPS.

OWNER: CITY OF GREENSBORO, CITY ENGINEER P: (336)373-7966 F: (336)373-2554 FACILITIES ENGINEERING DIVISION, GREENSBORO, NC 27402

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/14/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: PLANS MAY BE PURCHASED FROM THE CITY OF GREENSBORO FOR $100.00 NON-REFUNDABLE

CONTACT: DANNY HAWK - ENGINEERING DIVISION; danny.hawk@greensboro-nc.gov
PHONE: (336) 433-7308; FAX: 336) 373-2338

====== Thursday, March 14, 2019 ======

** GREENSBORO, NC **

Due: 3/14/2019 02:00 PM.

** JOB: GORRELL STREET WATER TANK REHABILITATION **

SCOPE: THE WORK CONSISTS OF SURFACE PREPARATION AND COATING THE TANK'S EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR DRY AND WET SURFACES. EXISTING TANK COATINGS WERE TESTED FOR LEAD, AND IT WAS FOUND BELOW THE ACTION LEVEL REQUIRING LEAD REMOVAL CONTAINMENT.

OWNER: CITY OF GREENSBORO, CITY ENGINEER P: (336)373-7966 F: (336)373-2554 FACILITIES ENGINEERING DIVISION, GREENSBORO, NC 27402

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/28/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: PLANS MAY BE PURCHASED FROM THE CITY OF GREENSBORO FOR $100.00 NON-REFUNDABLE

CONTACT: DANNY HAWK - ENGINEERING DIVISION; danny.hawk@greensboro-nc.gov
PHONE: (336) 433-7308; FAX: 336) 373-2338

<<<< Out of State >>>>

====== Thursday, February 28, 2019 ======

** GREENSBORO, NC **

Due: 2/28/2019 02:00 PM. Addendum(s): #1

** JOB: #2017-076 COTSWOLD TERRACE ROUNDABOUT **

SCOPE: THE CONTRACT CONSISTS OF, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO, APPROXIMATELY 440 LF OF ROADWAY WIDENING ALONG COTSWOLD TERRACE AND OLD BATTLEGROUND ROAD, THE INSTALLATION OF A 26 FOOT RADIUS TRAFFIC ROUNDABOUT AT THE INTERSECTION, 220 SY OF 4" SIDEWALK, 45 SY OF 6" DRIVEWAY RAMPS, 163 SY OF 10 FOOT WIDE GREENWAY TRAIL, TRAFFIC CALMING MEDIANS, AND ADA CURB RAMPS.

OWNER: CITY OF GREENSBORO, CITY ENGINEER P: (336)373-7966 F: (336)373-2554 FACILITIES ENGINEERING DIVISION, GREENSBORO, NC 27402

PRE-BID INFORMATION: 2/14/2019 10:00 AM

OTHER INFORMATION: PLANS MAY BE PURCHASED FROM THE CITY OF GREENSBORO FOR $100.00 NON-REFUNDABLE

CONTACT: DANNY HAWK - ENGINEERING DIVISION; danny.hawk@greensboro-nc.gov
PHONE: (336) 433-7308; FAX: 336) 373-2338

<<<< Out of State >>>>
Section 3: Bid Results and Preplanning Information

Apparent Low Bidders

ROANOKE CO, VA - #2019-075  HOURLY STORM DRAINAGE REPAIR, INSTALLATION AND GENERAL SITE WORK.  Bid: 1/28/2019
1) F & B CONTRACTING/LESLIE VAULLINS - Phone: (540)297-4420 Fax: (540)297-0326  -  $1.00
   THIS PROJECT HAS BEEN AWARDED. NO AMOUNT REPORTED.

LYNCHBURG, VA - #2019-035  MUNICIPAL SIDEWALKS.  Bid: 2/12/2019
1) COUNTS & DOBYNS CONSTRUCTION INC. - Phone: (434)821-2774 Fax: (434)821-3425  -  $839,971.00
   THIS PROJECT HAS BEEN AWARDED

1) MACKO INC - Phone: (434)589-0991 Fax: (434)589-0998  -  $773,600.00
   THIS PROJECT HAS BEEN AWARDED
2) WEBSTER & WEBSTER FENCE & GUARDRAIL - Phone: (540)248-8124 Fax: (540)248-3416  -  $830,050.00

LYNCHBURG, VA -  #2019-030  PO140  RIVERSIDE PARK STONE OVERLOOK. Architect: VIRGINIA A & E, PLLC - Phone: (434)316-6001 - Bid: 1/17/2019
1) ATHENS BUILDING CORPORATION - Phone: (804)264-9744 Fax: (804)264-9746  -  $1.00
   THIS PROJECT HAS BEEN AWARDED. NO AMOUNT REPORTED.

Awards

ALBEMARLE CO, Va - #2017-11  MERIWETHER HILL WATER MAIN REPLACEMENT. Bid: 2/5/2019
COMMONWEALTH EXCAVATING, INC.   Phone: (540)248-2000   Fax: (540)248-2001 - Bid: $1.00

CHRISTIANSBURG, Va - #19-0013  RFP  ROANOKE STREET AND ARBOR DRIVE - SIDEWALK PROJECTS - DESIGN BUILD - RE-BID. Bid: 10/18/2018
E C PACE COMPANY, INC.   Phone: (540)343-6816   Fax: (540)343-6909 - Bid: $1.00

SCOTTSVILLE, Va - SCOTTSVILLE TANK REHABILITATION PROJECT. Bid: 2/5/2019
D & M PAINTING CORPORATION   Phone: (724)229-0440   Fax: (724)229-0441 - Bid: $1.00
Architectural / Engineering and Special Requests for Proposals

ROCKBRIDGE COUNTY, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 2/19/2019 3:00:00 PM

**JOB: PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING SERVICES**

DESCRIPTION: PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING SERVICES ON TERM CONTRACT TO ASSIST WITH PARTICULAR PROJECTS AS NEEDED. PROJECTS MAY BE ANY THAT ARE WITHIN THE SCOPE OR PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING AND SURVEYING, BUT ARE ANTICIPATED TO BE PRIMARILY WATER AND SEWER PLANNING, EVALUATION AND DESIGN.

OWNER: ROCKBRIDGE COUNTY PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY, 150 S MAIN STREET, LEXINGTON, VIRGINIA 24450

OTHER INFORMATION: CONTACT NUMBER: (540) 463-4329

LOUISA COUNTY, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 2/21/2019 3:30:00 PM

**JOB: GS-19-04 PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING SERVICES**

DESCRIPTION: THE PROPOSAL IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS PROVIDING PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING SERVICES ON AN "AS NEEDED" BASIS. THE SERVICES MAY INCLUDE, CIVIL, STRUCTURAL, CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION, INSPECTION AND ASSOCIATED SURVEYING AND ENVIRONMENTAL, GEOTECHNICAL SERVICES.

OWNER: COUNTY OF LOUISA, VIRGINIA, ATTN: SAM MASSIE, P O BOX 160, LOUISA, VIRGINIA 23093

OTHER INFORMATION: QUESTIONS WILL BE RECEIVED IN WRITTEN FORMAT UNTIL 2-12-19. DIRECT QUESTIONS TO SAM MASSIE AT smassie@louisa.org OR VIA FAX AT (540) 967-3439

WESTMORELAND COUNTY, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 2/21/2019 10:00:00 AM

**JOB: ENGINEERING / SURVEYING SERVICES**

DESCRIPTION: THE COUNTY IS SEEKING PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING AND SURVEYING SERVICES FOR A POSSIBLE PARTIALLY GRANT-FUNDED PROJECT TO PROVIDE A PROTECTIVE RIP RAP BARRIER FOR A PUBLIC BOAT RAMP.

OWNER: WESTMORELAND COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR OFFICE, 111 POLK STREET OF P O BOX 1000, MONTROSS, VIRGINIA 22520

CHRISTIANSBURG, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 2/28/2019 3:00:00 PM

**JOB: #19-0043 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES FOR HICKOK STREET IMPROVEMENTS**

DESCRIPTION: THE PROJECT IS GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS: DESIGN A STORM DRAINAGE SYSTEM TO ELIMINATE FLOODING AND STREET INMOVEMENTS SUPPORTING THE FARMERS MARKET WHICH WILL INCLUDE THE RELOCATION OF OVERHEAD UTILITIES UNDERGROUND, CURB AND GUTTER AND EXPANDED SIDEWALKS.

OWNER: TOWN OF CHRISTIANSBURG, 100 EAST MAIN STREET, CHRISTIANSBURG, VIRGINIA 24073

OTHER INFORMATION: OPTIONAL PRE-PROPOSAL MEETING - 2/1/19 AT 11:00AM

HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 3/6/2019 3:00:00 PM

**JOB: #2019022-FD-P ARCHITECT AND ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR FIRE STATION #4 RENOVATION**


OWNER: CITY OF HARRISONBURG, DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE AND PURCHASING, 409 SOUTH MAIN STREET, THIRD FLOOR, HARRISONBURG, VA 22801

OTHER INFORMATION: **MANDATORY PRE-PROPOSAL CONFERENCE ON 2/13/19 AT 10:00 AM**
LAST DAY FOR QUESTIONS IS 2/27/19 AT 12:00 PM,
CONTACT: IAN BENNETT, FIRE CHIEF

HILLSVILLE - PROPOSALS DUE: 3/6/2019 10:00:00 AM

**JOB: RFP ENGINEERING SERVICES CARROLL-GRAYSON-GALAX SOLID WASTE AUTHORITY**

DESCRIPTION: SEEKING AN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING FIRM TO PROVIDE LANDFILL ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING, AND CONSTRUCTION PHASE SERVICES RELATED TO THE AUTHORITY'S REGIONAL LANFILL FACILITY AS WELL AS OTHER PLANNING PROGRAMS. THIS IS A 3 YEAR CONTRACT WITH THE OPPORTUNITY FOR TWO ONE YEAR RENEWALS UNTIL AN EXISTING CONSTRUCTION PROJECT IS COMPLETED.

OWNER: CARROLL-GRAYSON-GALAX SOLID WASTE AUTHORITY, 162 LANDFILL ROAD, HILLSVILLE, VA 24343

OTHER INFORMATION: DIRECT QUESTIONS TO: ALLEN LAWSON, LANDFILL MANAGER AT (276) 728-4907 OR BY EMAIL allen.lawson@carrollcountyva.gov

ROANOAKE, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 3/14/2019 4:00:00 PM

**JOB: RFP #260-18280-VWCC-AE VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS FOR ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES**

DESCRIPTION: THE PROJECT IS FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES FOR THE REPAIR / REPLACE MAJOR MECHANICAL SYSTEMS AT VIRGINIA WESTERN COMMUNITY COLLEGE, NORTH CAMPUS.

OWNER: VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM sroberts@vccs.edu of (804) 819-4918

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE AT www.eva.virginia.gov
HENRICO COUNTY, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 3/15/2019 3:00:00 PM

JOB: #19-1809-1CHS  ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING SERVICES (A&E) FOR MASTER PLAN AND DEVELOPMENT OF GLOVER PARK
DESCRIPTION: THIS PROJECT WILL BE DONE IN 2 PHASES: IN PHASE I THE MASTER PLANNING WORK WILL INCLUDE CONSIDERATION OF ADDITIONAL TOURNAMENT QUALITY SPORTS FACILITIES SUCH AS MULTI-PURPOSE ATHLETIC FIELDS, A CHAMPIONSHIP STADIUM WITH FIXED SEATING, PUBLIC RESTROOMS, CONCESSIONS, AND TEAM FACILITIES, AS WELL AS PLAYGROUNDS, SPRAY-GROUND, WALKING TRAILS, PICNIC AREAS, ROADS, PARKING, INFRASTRUCTURE, AND RELATED AMENITIES AND SERVICE FACILITIES. THE PLANNING PROCESS MUST INCLUDE PUBLIC INPUT MEETINGS.
PHASE II WILL INCLUDE CONSTRUCTION DESIGN SERVICES BASED ON THE APPROVED AMENDED MASTER PLAN
OWNER: COUNTY OF HENRICO, DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE, PURCHASING DIVISION, 8600 STAPLES MILL ROAD, HENRICO, VA 23228 OR PO BOX 90775, HENRICO, VA 23273
OTHER INFORMATION: PRE-PROPOSAL CONFERENCE IS ON 2/21/19 AT 1000AM
LAST DAY FOR TECHNICAL QUESTIONS IS 2/25/19 AT 12:00 PM (NOON) DIRECT QUESTIONS TO CECELIA H STOWE PURCHASING DIRECTOR AT sto05@henrico.us

CHRISTIANSBURG, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 3/21/2019 3:00:00 PM

JOB: PROJECT UPC 113134 - ROANOKE ST. / TOWER RD. / HAMPTON BLVD. INTERSECTION
PROJECT UPC 113135 - PEPPERS FERRY RD. / ARBOR DR. INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS
DESCRIPTION: EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST FROM CONSULTING ENGINEERING FIRMS WHO WISH TO BE CONSIDERED TO PROVIDE PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR: DESIGN OF TRAFFIC, PEDESTRIAN AND LIMITED ACCESS INTERCHANGE PREEMPTION SIGNAL IMPROVEMENTS INCLUDING CROSSWALKS, SIDEWALKS, CURB AND GUTTER AND DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS
OWNER: THE TOWN OF CHRISTIANSBURG, 100 EAST MAIN STREET, CHRISTIANSBURG, VA 24073
OTHER INFORMATION: OPTIONAL PRE-PROPOSAL CONFERENCE 2/21/19 AT 2:00 PM
MORE INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FROM http://va-christiansburg2.civicplus.com/bids.aspx

CHRISTIANSBURG, VIRGINIA - PROPOSALS DUE: 5/7/2019 3:00:00 PM

JOB: RFP #19-0049  CHRISTIANSBURG INDUSTRIAL PARK STORMWATER UPGRADE
DESCRIPTION: ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR: DESIGN OF STORMWATER BASIN UPGRADE WITH CHANNEL IMPROVEMENTS INCLUDING SURVEYING, GEOTECHNICAL BORINGS AND ANALYSIS, HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS, AND TESTING AND INSPECTIONS
OWNER: TOWN OF CHRISTIANSBURG, 100 EAST MAIN STREET, CHRISTIANSBURG, VA 24073
OTHER INFORMATION: OPTIONAL PRE-PROPOSAL CONFERENCE ON 2/14/19 AT 2:00 PM
MORE INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE AT http://www.christiansburg.org/bids